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ABSTRACT
In some embodiments, an instance of a distributed database can be configured at a first compute device within a set of compute devices that implements the distributed database via a network. A database convergence module can define a first event linked to a first set of events and receive, from a second compute device from the set of compute devices, a second event (1) defined by the second compute device and (2) linked to a second set of events. The database convergence module can define a third event linked to the first event and the second event. The database convergence module can identify an order associated with a third set of events based at least on the first set of events and the second set of events, and store in the instance of the distributed database the order associated with the third set of events.
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1. Compute Device 700 sends to Compute Device 800 the events stored in Distributed Database Instance 803.

2. Compute Device 800 defines a new event, containing the hash of the last event stored in Distributed Database Instance 703 and the last event in Distributed Database Instance 803.

3. Compute Device 800 sends to Compute Device 700 the events stored in Distributed Database Instance 803.

4. Compute Device 700 defines a new event, containing the hash of the last event stored in Distributed Database Instance 703 and the last event in Distributed Database Instance 803.

5. Compute Device 700 sends to Compute Device 800 the event just created.

6. Compute Device 700 uses the hashDAG stored in Distributed Database Instance 703 to calculate a total order for the events stored in Distributed Database Instance 703.

7. Compute Device 800 uses the hashDAG stored in Distributed Database Instance 803 to calculate a total order for the events stored in Distributed Database Instance 803.
1. Compute Device 400 requests from Compute Device 500 a value for a parameter stored in Distributed Database Instance 503.

2. Compute Device 500 sends to Compute Device 400 the value for the parameter stored in Distributed Database Instance 503.

3. Compute Device 400 sends to Compute Device 500 a value for a parameter stored in Distributed Database Instance 403.
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### FIG. 10a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value 515</td>
<td>Value 514</td>
<td>Value 513</td>
<td>Value 512</td>
<td>Value 511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vector of Values 510

### FIG. 10b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value 516</td>
<td>Value 515</td>
<td>Value 514</td>
<td>Value 513</td>
<td>Value 512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vector of Values 520

### FIG. 10c

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value 517</td>
<td>Value 516</td>
<td>Value 515</td>
<td>Value 514</td>
<td>Value 513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vector of Values 530

### FIG. 10d

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value 518</td>
<td>Value 517</td>
<td>Value 516</td>
<td>Value 515</td>
<td>Value 514</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vector of Values 540
Compute Device 110 defines a vector of values for a parameter based on a value of the parameter stored in Distributed Database Instance 113.

Compute Device 110 chooses another compute device among Compute Device 120, 130, 140, and requests from the chosen compute device (e.g., Compute Device 120) a value for the parameter stored in the distributed database instance of the chosen compute device (e.g., Distributed Database Instance 123 of Compute Device 120).

Compute Device 110 (1) receives, from the chosen compute device (e.g., Compute Device 120), the value for the parameter stored in the distributed database instance of the chosen compute device (e.g., Distributed Database Instance 123 of Compute Device 120) and (2) sends, to the chosen compute device (e.g., Compute Device 120), a value for the parameter stored in Distributed Database Instance 113.

Compute Device 110 stores the value for the parameter received from the chosen compute device (e.g., Compute Device 120) in the vector of values for the parameter.

Compute Device 110 selects a value for the parameter based on the vector of values for the parameter.
Compute Device 110 selects a value for the parameter based on the vector of values for the parameter

Compute Device 110 (1) receives values for the parameter from other compute devices (e.g., Compute Device 120, 130, 140) and (2) sends a value for the parameter stored in Distributed Databased Instance 113 to the other compute devices (e.g., Compute Device 120, 130, 140)

Compute Device 110 stores the values for the parameter received from the other compute devices (e.g., Compute Device 120, 130, 140) in the vector of values for the parameter

Compute Device 110 determines whether to reset the vector of values based on a predefined probability of resetting the vector of values

Compute Device 110 resets each value in the vector of values for the parameter to equal the value for the parameter stored in Distributed Databased Instance 113
Compute Device 110 (1) receives a value for the parameter from another compute device (e.g., Compute Device 120) and (2) sends a value for the parameter stored in Distributed Database Instance 113 to the other compute device (e.g., Compute Device 120)

Compute Device 110 stores the value for the parameter received from the other compute device (e.g., Compute Device 120) in the vector of values for the parameter

Compute Device 110 determines whether the value for the parameter received from the other compute device (e.g., Compute Device 120) is equal to the value for the parameter stored in Distributed Database Instance 113

YES

Compute Device 110 increments a confidence value associated with Distributed Database Instance 113 by one

NO

Compute Device 110 decrements a confidence value associated with Distributed Database Instance 113 by one, if the confidence value is greater than zero

Compute Device 110 determines whether confidence value associated with Distributed Database Instance 113 is equal to zero

NO

YES

Compute Device 110 selects a value for the parameter based on the vector of values for the parameter
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR A DISTRIBUTED DATABASE WITHIN A NETWORK

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

This application claims priority to and the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/211,411, filed Aug. 28, 2015 and titled “Methods and Apparatus for a Distributed Database within a Network,” which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

Embodiments described herein relate generally to a database system and more particularly to methods and apparatus for implementing a database system across multiple devices in a network.

Some known distributed database systems attempt to achieve consensus for values within the distributed database systems (e.g., regarding the order in which transactions occur). For example, an online multiplayer game might have many computer servers that users can access to play the game. If two users attempt to pick up a specific item in the game at the same time, then it is important that the servers within the distributed database system eventually reach agreement on which of the two users picked up the item first.

Such distributed consensus can be handled by methods and/or processes such as the Paxos algorithm or its variants. Under such methods and/or processes, one server of the database system is set up as the “leader,” and the leader decides the order of events. Events (e.g., within multiplayer games) are forwarded to the leader, the leader chooses an ordering for the events, and the leader broadcasts that ordering to the other servers of the database system.

Such known approaches, however, use a server operated by a party (e.g., central management server) trusted by users of the database system (e.g., game players). Accordingly, a need exists for methods and apparatus for a distributed database system that does not require a leader or a trusted third party to operate the database system.

Other distributed databases are designed to have no leader, but are inefficient. For example, one such distributed database is based on a “block chain” data structure, which can achieve consensus. Such a system, however, can be limited to a small number of transactions per second total, for all of the participants put together (e.g., 7 transactions per second), which is insufficient for a large-scale game or for many traditional applications of databases. Accordingly, a need exists for a distributed database system that achieves consensus without a leader, and which is efficient.

SUMMARY

In some embodiments, an instance of a distributed database can be configured at a first compute device within a set of compute devices that implements the distributed database via a network. A database convergence module can define a first event linked to a first set of events and receive, from a second compute device from the set of compute devices, a second event (1) defined by the second compute device and (2) linked to a second set of events. The database convergence module can define a third event linked to the first event and the second event. The database convergence module can identify an order associated with a third set of events based at least on the first set of events and the second set of events, and store in the instance of the distributed database the order associated with the third set of events.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a high level block diagram that illustrates a distributed database system, according to an embodiment.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram that illustrates a compute device of a distributed database system, according to an embodiment.

FIGS. 3-6 illustrate examples of a hashDAG, according to an embodiment.

FIG. 7 is a flow diagram that illustrates a communication flow between a first compute device and a second compute device, according to an embodiment.

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram that illustrates a communication flow between a first compute device and a second compute device, according to an embodiment.

FIGS. 9a-9c are vector diagrams that illustrate examples of vectors of values.

FIGS. 10a-10f are vector diagrams that illustrate examples of vectors of values being updated to include new values.

FIG. 11 is a flow chart that illustrates operation of a distributed database system, according to an embodiment.

FIG. 12 is a flow chart that illustrates operation of a distributed database system, according to an embodiment.

FIG. 13 is a flow chart that illustrates operation of a distributed database system, according to an embodiment.

FIG. 14 is an example of a hashDAG, according to an embodiment.

FIG. 15 is an example of a hashDAG, according to an embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In some embodiments, an instance of a distributed database at a first compute device can be configured to be included within a set of compute devices that implements the distributed database via a network operatively coupled to the set of compute devices. The first compute device stores multiple transactions in the instance of a distributed database. A database convergence module can be implemented in a memory or a processor of the first compute device. The database convergence module can be operatively coupled with the instance of the distributed database. The database convergence module can be configured to define, at a first time, a first event linked to a first set of events. Each event from the first set of events is a sequence of bytes and is associated with (1) a set of transactions from multiple sets of transactions, and (b) an order associated with the set of transactions. Each transaction from the set of transactions is from the multiple transactions. The database convergence module can be configured to receive, at a second time after the first time and from a second compute device from the set of compute devices, a second event (1) defined by the second compute device and (2) linked to a second set of events. The database convergence module can be configured to define a third event linked to the first event and the second event. The database convergence module can be configured to identify an order associated with a third set of events based at least on (1) the order associated with the third set of events and (2) the order associated with each set of
transactions from the multiple sets of transactions. The database convergence module can be configured to store in the instance of the distributed database the order associated with the multiple transactions stored in the first compute device.

In some embodiments, an instance of a distributed database at a first compute device can be configured to be included within a set of compute devices that implements the distributed database via a network operatively coupled to the set of compute devices. A database convergence module can be implemented in a memory or a processor of the first compute device. The database convergence module can be configured to define, at a first time, a first event linked to a first set of events. Each event from the first set of events is a sequence of bytes. The database convergence module can be configured to receive, at a second time after the first time and from a second compute device from the set of compute devices, a second event (1) defined by the second compute device and (2) linked to a second set of events. Each event from the second set of events is a sequence of bytes. The database convergence module can be configured to define a third event linked to the first event and the second event. The database convergence module can be configured to identify an order associated with a third set of events based at least on the first set of events and the second set of events. Each event from the third set of events is from at least one of the first set of events or the second set of events. The database convergence module can be configured to store in the instance of the distributed database the order associated with the third set of events.

In some embodiments, data associated with a first transaction can be received at a first compute device from a set of compute devices that implement a distributed database via a network operatively coupled to the set of compute devices. Each compute device from the set of compute devices has a separate instance of the distributed database. A first transaction order value associated with the first transaction can be defined at a first time. Data associated with a second transaction can be received from a second compute device from the set of compute devices. A set of transactions can be stored in the instance of the distributed database at the first compute device. The set of transactions can include at least the first transaction and the second transaction. A set of transaction order values including at least the first transaction order value and a second transaction order value can be selected at a second time after the first time. The second transaction order value can be associated with the second transaction. A database state variable can be defined based on at least the set of transactions and the set of transaction order values.

As used herein, a module can be, for example, any assembly and/or set of operatively-coupled electrical components associated with performing a specific function, and can include, for example, a memory, a processor, electrical traces, optical connectors, software (executing in hardware) and/or the like.

As used in this specification, the singular forms “a,” “an” and “the” include plural references unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example, the term “module” is intended to mean a single module or a combination of modules. For instance, a “network” is intended to mean a single network or a combination of networks.

FIG. 1 is a high level block diagram that illustrates a distributed database system 100, according to an embodiment. FIG. 1 illustrates a distributed database 100 implemented across four compute devices (compute device 110, compute device 120, compute device 130, and compute device 140), but it should be understood that the distributed database 100 can use a set of any number of compute devices, including compute devices not shown in FIG. 1. The network 105 can be any type of network (e.g., a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), a virtual network, a telecommunications network) implemented as a wired network and/or wireless network and used to operatively couple compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140. As described in further detail herein, in some embodiments, for example, the compute devices are personal computers connected to each other via an Internet Service Provider (ISP) and the Internet (e.g., network 105). In some embodiments, a connection can be defined, via network 105, between any two compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140. As shown in FIG. 1, for example, a connection can be defined between compute device 110 and any one of compute device 120, compute device 130, or compute device 140.

In some embodiments, the compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140 can communicate with each other (e.g., send data to and/or receive data from) and with the network via intermediate networks and/or alternate networks (not shown in FIG. 1). Such intermediate networks and/or alternate networks can be of a same type and/or a different type of network as network 105.

Each compute device 110, 120, 130, 140 can be any type of device configured to send data over the network 105 to send and/or receive data from one or more of the other compute devices. Examples of compute devices are shown in FIG. 1. Compute device 110 includes a memory 112, a processor 111, and an output device 113. The memory 112 can be, for example, a random access memory (RAM), a memory buffer, a hard drive, a database, an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM), an electrically erasable read-only memory (EEPROM), a read-only memory (ROM) and/or so forth. In some embodiments, the memory 112 of the compute device 110 includes data associated with an instance of a distributed database (e.g., distributed database instance 114). In some embodiments, the memory 112 stores instructions to cause a processor to execute modules, processes and/or functions associated with sending to and/or receiving from another instance of a distributed database (e.g., distributed database instance 124) at compute device 120 a record of a synchronization event, a record of prior synchronization events with other computer devices, an order of synchronization events, a value for a parameter (e.g., a database field quantifying a transaction, a database field quantifying an order in which events occur, and/or any other suitable field for which a value can be stored in a database).

Distributed database instance 114 can, for example, be configured to manipulate data, including storing, modifying, and/or deleting data. In some embodiments, distributed database instance 114 can be a relational database, object database, post-relational database, and/or any other suitable type of database. For example, the distributed database instance 114 can store data related to any specific function and/or industry. For example, the distributed database instance 114 can store financial transactions (of the user of the compute device 110, for example), including a value and/or a vector of values related to the history of ownership of a particular financial instrument. In general, a vector can be any set of values for a parameter, and a parameter can be any data object and/or database field capable of taking on different values. Thus, a distributed database instance 114 can have a number of parameters and/or fields, each of which is associated with a vector of values. The vector of values is used to determine the actual value for the parameter and/or field within that database instance 114.

In some instances, the distributed database instance 114 can also be used to implement other data structures, such as a set of (key, value) pairs. A transaction recorded by the dis-
distributed database instance 114 can be, for example, adding, deleting, or modifying a (key, value) pair in a set of (key, value) pairs.

In some instances, the distributed database system 100 or any of the distributed database instances 114, 124, 134, 144 can be queried. For example, a query can consist of a key, and the returned result from the distributed database system 100 or distributed database instances 114, 124, 134, 144 can be a value associated with the key. In some instances, the distributed database system 100 or any of the distributed database instances 114, 124, 134, 144 can also be modified through a transaction. For example, a transaction to modify the database can contain a digital signature by the party authorizing the modification transaction.

The distributed database system 100 can be used for many purposes, such as, for example, storing attributes associated with various users in a distributed identity system. For example, such a system can use a user’s identity as the “key,” and the list of attributes associated with the user as the “value.” In some instances, the identity can be a cryptographic public key with a corresponding private key known to that user. Each attribute can, for example, be digitally signed by an authority having the right to assert that attribute. Each attribute can also, for example, be encrypted with the public key associated with an individual or group of individuals that have the right to read the attribute. Some keys or values can also have attached to them a list of public keys of parties that are authorized to modify or delete the keys or values.

In another example, the distributed database instance 114 can store data related to Massively Multiplayer Games (MMGs), such as the current status and ownership of game play items. In some instances, distributed database instance 114 can be implemented within the compute device 110, as shown in FIG. 1. In other instances, the instance of the distributed database is accessible by the compute device (e.g., via a network), but is not implemented in the compute device (not shown in FIG. 1).

The processor 111 of the compute device 110 can be any suitable processing device configured to run and/or execute distributed database instance 114. For example, the processor 111 can be configured to update distributed database instance 114 in response to receiving a signal from compute device 120, and/or cause a signal to be sent to compute device 120, as described in further detail herein. More specifically, as described in further detail herein, the processor 111 can be configured to execute modules, functions and/or processes to update the distributed database instance 114 in response to receiving a synchronization event associated with a transaction from another compute device, a record associated with an order of synchronization events, and/or the like. In other embodiments, the processor 111 can be configured to execute modules, functions and/or processes to update the distributed database instance 114 in response to receiving a value for a parameter stored in another instance of the distributed database (e.g., distributed database instance 124 at compute device 120), and/or cause a value for a parameter stored in the distributed database instance 114 at compute device 110 to be sent to compute device 120. In some embodiments, the processor 111 can be a general purpose processor, a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), a Digital Signal Process (DSP), and/or the like.

The display 113 can be any suitable display, such as, for example, a liquid crystal display (LCD), a cathode ray tube display (CRT) or the like. In other embodiments, any of compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140 includes another output device instead of or in addition to the displays 113, 123, 133, 143. For example, any one of the compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140 can include an audio output device (e.g., a speaker), a tactile output device, and/or the like. In still other embodiments, any of compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140 includes an input device instead of or in addition to the displays 113, 123, 133, 143. For example, any one of the compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140 can include a keyboard, a mouse, and/or the like.

The compute device 120 has a processor 121, a memory 122, and a display 123, which can be structurally and/or functionally similar to the processor 111, the memory 112, and the display 113, respectively. Also, distributed database instance 124 can be structurally and/or functionally similar to distributed database instance 114.

The compute device 130 has a processor 131, a memory 132, and a display 133, which can be structurally and/or functionally similar to the processor 111, the memory 112, and the display 113, respectively. Also, distributed database instance 134 can be structurally and/or functionally similar to distributed database instance 114.

The compute device 140 has a processor 141, a memory 142, and a display 143, which can be structurally and/or functionally similar to the processor 111, the memory 112, and the display 113, respectively. Also, distributed database instance 144 can be structurally and/or functionally similar to distributed database instance 114.

Even though compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140 are shown as being similar to each other, each compute device of the distributed database system 100 can be different from the other compute devices. Each compute device 110, 120, 130, 140 of the distributed database system 100 can be any one of, for example, a computing entity (e.g., a personal computing device such as a desktop computer, a laptop computer, etc.), a mobile phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), and so forth. For example, compute device 110 can be a desktop computer, compute device 120 can be a smartphone, and compute device 130 can be a server.

In some embodiments, one or more portions of the compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140 can include a hardware-based module (e.g., a digital signal processor (DSP), a field programmable gate array (FPGA)) and/or a software-based module (e.g., a module of computer code stored in memory and/or executed at a processor). In some embodiments, one or more of the functions associated with the compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140 (e.g., the functions associated with the processors 111, 121, 131, 141) can be included in one or more modules (see, e.g., FIG. 2).

The properties of the distributed database system 100, including the properties of the compute devices (e.g., the compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140), the number of compute devices, and the network 105, can be selected in any number of ways. In some instances, the properties of the distributed database system 100 can be selected by an administrator of distributed database system 100. In other instances, the properties of the distributed database system 100 can be collectively selected by the users of the distributed database system 100.

Because a distributed database system 100 is used, no leader is appointed among the compute devices 110, 120, 130, and 140. Specifically, none of the compute devices 110, 120, 130, or 140 are identified and/or selected as a leader to settle disputes between values stored in the distributed database instances 111, 121, 131, 141 of the compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140. Instead, using the event synchronization processes, the voting processes and/or methods described herein, the compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140 can collectively converge on a value for a parameter.
Not having a leader in a distributed database system increases the security of the distributed database system. Specifically, with a leader there is a single point of attack and/or failure. If malicious software infects the leader and/or a value for a parameter at the leader’s distributed database instance is maliciously altered, the failure and/or incorrect value is propagated throughout the other distributed database instances. In a leaderless system, however, there is not a single point of attack and/or failure. Specifically, if a parameter in a distributed database instance of a leaderless system contains a value, the value will change after that distributed database instance exchanges values with the other distributed database instances in the system, as described in further detail herein. Additionally, the leaderless distributed database systems described herein increase the speed of convergence while reducing the amount of data sent between devices as described in further detail herein.

FIG. 2 illustrates a compute device 200 of a distributed database system (e.g., distributed database system 100), according to an embodiment. In some embodiments, compute device 200 can be similar to compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140 shown and described with respect to FIG. 1. Compute device 200 includes a processor 210 and a memory 220. The processor 210 and memory 220 are operatively coupled to each other. In some embodiments, the processor 210 and memory 220 can be similar to the processor 111 and memory 112, respectively, described in detail with respect to FIG. 1. As shown in FIG. 2, the processor 210 includes a database convergence module 211 and communication module 210, and the memory 220 includes a distributed database instance 221. The communication module 212 enables compute device 200 to communicate with (e.g., send data to and/or receive data from) other compute devices. In some embodiments, the communication module 212 (not shown in FIG. 1) enables compute device 110 to communicate with compute devices 120, 130, 140. Communication module 210 can include and/or enable, for example, a network interface controller (NIC), wireless connection, a wired port, and/or the like. As such, the communication module 210 can establish and/or maintain a communication session between the compute device 200 and another device (e.g., a network such as network 105 of FIG. 1 or the Internet (not shown)). Similarly stated, the communication module 210 can enable the compute device 200 to send data to and/or receive data from another device.

In some instances, the database convergence module 211 can exchange events and/or transactions with other computing devices, store events and/or transactions that the database convergence module 211 receives, and calculate an ordering of the events and/or transactions based on the partial order defined by the pattern of references between the events. Each event can be a record containing a cryptographic hash of two earlier events (linking that event to the two earlier events and their ancestor events), payload data (such as transactions that are to be recorded), other information such as the current time, and/or the like. In some embodiments, such a cryptographic hash of the two earlier events can be a hash value defined based on a cryptographic hash function using an event as an input. Specifically, in such embodiments, the event includes a particular sequence of bytes that represent the information of that event. The hash of an event can be a value returned from a hash function using the sequence of bytes for that event as an input. In other embodiments, any other suitable data associated with the event (e.g., an identifier, serial number, the bytes representing a specific portion of the event, etc.) can be used as an input to the hash function to calculate the hash of that event. Any suitable hash function can be used to define the hash. In some embodiments, each member uses the same hash function such that the same hash is generated at each member for a given event. The event can then be digitally signed by the member defining and/or creating the event.

In some instances, the set of events and their interconnections can form a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). In some instances, each event in a DAG references two earlier events (linking that event to the two earlier events and their ancestor events), and each reference is strictly to earlier ones, so that there are no loops. In some embodiments, the DAG is based on cryptographic hashes, so the data structure can be called a hashDAG. The hashDAG directly encodes a partial order, meaning that event X is known to come before event Y if Y contains a hash of X, or if Y contains a hash of an event that contains a hash of X, or for such paths of arbitrary length. If, however, there is no path from X to Y or from Y to X, then the partial order does not define which event came first. Therefore, the database convergence module can calculate a total order from the partial order. This can be done by any suitable deterministic function that is used by the compute devices, so that the compute devices calculate the same order. In some embodiments, each member can recalculate this order after each sync, and eventually these orders can converge so that a consensus emerges.

A consensus algorithm can be used to determine the order of events in a hashDAG and/or the order of transactions stored within the events. The order of transactions in turn can define a state of a database as a result of performing those transactions according to the order. The defined state of the database can be stored as a database state variable.

In some instances, the database convergence module can use the following function to calculate a total order from the partial order in the hashDAG. For each of the other compute devices (called “members”), the database convergence module can examine the hashDAG to discover an order in which the events (and/or indications of those events) were received by that member. The database convergence module can then calculate as if that member assigned a numeric “rank” to each event, with the rank being X for the first event that member received, 2 for the second event that member received, and so on. The database convergence module can do this for each member in the hashDAG, and, for each event, the database convergence module can calculate the median of the assigned ranks, and can sort the events by their medians. The sort can break ties in a deterministic manner, such as sorting two tie events by a numeric order of their hashes, or by some other method, in which the database convergence module of each member uses the same method. The result of this sort is the total order.

FIG. 6 illustrates a hashDAG 640 of one example for determining a total order. HashDAG 640 illustrates two events (the lowest stripped circle and lowest dotted circle) and the first time each member receives an indication of those events (the other stripped and dotted circles). Each member’s name at the top is colored by which event is first in their slow order. There are more stripped initial votes than dotted, therefore consensus votes for each of the members are stripped. In other words, the members eventually converge to an agreement that the stripped event occurred before the dotted event. In this example, the members (compute devices labeled Alice, Bob, Carol, Dave and Ed) will work to define a consensus of whether event 642 or event 644 occurred first. Each stripped circle indicates the event at which a member first received an event 644 (and/or an indication of that event 644). Similarly, each dotted circle indicates the event at which a member first received an event 642 (and/or an indication of that event 642). As shown in the hashDAG 640, Alice, Bob
and Carol each received event 644 (and/or an indication of event 644) prior to event 642. Dave and Ed both received event 642 (and/or an indication of event 642) prior to event 644 (and/or an indication of event 644). Thus, because a greater number of members received event 644 prior to event 642, the total order can be determined by each member to indicate that event 644 occurred prior to event 642.

In other instances, the database convergence module can use a different function to calculate the total order from the partial order in the hashdAG. In such embodiments, for example, the database convergence module can use the following functions to calculate the total order, where a positive integer Q is a parameter shared by the members:

creator(x) = the member who created event x

anc(x) = the set of events that are ancestors of x, including x itself

other(x) = the event created by the member who synced just before x was created

self(x) = the last event before x with the same creator

self(x, n) = self(x)

order(x, y) = k, where y is the kth event that creator(x) learned of

last(x) = \{y | y \in anc(x) \land \exists z \in anc(x), (y \in anc(z) \land creator(z)) \}

slow(x, y) =

\infty \quad \text{if} \quad y \notin \text{anc}(x)

order(x, y) \quad \text{if} \quad y \in \text{anc}(x) \land y \notin \text{anc}(\text{self}(x))

fast(x, y) \quad \text{if} \quad y \in \{1, \ldots, Q\}, \text{fast}(x, y) = \text{fast}(\text{self}(x, n), y)

\text{slow}(\text{self}(x), y) \quad \text{otherwise}

fast(x, y) = the position of y in a sorted list, with element \text{zanc}(x) sorted by median \text{slow}(w, z) and with ties broken by the hash of each event \text{weast}(x)

In this embodiment, \text{fast}(x, y) gives the position of y in the total order of the events, in the opinion of creator(x), substantially immediately after x is created and/or defined. If Q is infinity, then the above calculates the same total order as in the previously described embodiment. If Q is finite, and all members are online, then the above calculates the same total order as in the previously described embodiment. If Q is finite and a minority of the members are online at a given time, then this function allows the online members to reach a consensus among themselves that will remain unchanged as new members come online slowly, one by one. If, however, there is a partition of the network, then the members of each partition can come to their own consensus. Then, when the partition is healed, the members of the smaller partition will adopt the consensus of the larger partition.

In still other instances, as described with respect to FIGS. 14-15, the database convergence module can use yet a different function to calculate the total order from the partial order in the hashdAG. As shown in FIGS. 14-15, each member (Alice, Bob, Carol, Dave and Ed) creates and/or defines events (1401-1413 as shown in FIG. 14, 1501-1506 shown in FIG. 15). Using the function and sub-functions described with respect to FIGS. 14-15, the total order for the events can be calculated by sorting the events by their received round, breaking ties by their received generation, and breaking those ties by their signatures, as described in further detail herein.

The following paragraphs specify functions used to calculate and/or define an event’s received round and received generation to determine an order for the events. The following terms are used and illustrated in connection with FIGS. 14-15.

“Ancestor”: the ancestors of an event X are X, its parents, its parents’ parents, and so on. For example, in FIG. 14, the ancestors of event 1412 include events 1401, 1402, 1403, 1406, 1408, and 1412.

“Descendant”: the descendants of an event X are X, its children, its children’s children, and so on. For example, in FIG. 14, the descendants of event 1401 are every event shown in the figure. For another example, the descendants of event 1403 include events 1403, 1404, 1406, 1407, 1409, 1410, 1411, 1412 and 1413.

“N”: the total number of members in the population. For example, in FIG. 14, the members are compute devices labeled Alice, Bob, Carol, Dave and Ed, and N is equal to five.

“M”: the least integer that is more than a certain percentage of N (e.g., more than ½ of N). For example, in FIG. 14, if the percentage is defined to be ½, then M is equal to four.

“Self-parent”: the self-parent of an event X is the most recent event Y created and/or defined by the same member. For example, in FIG. 14, the self-parent of event 1405 is 1401.

“Sequence Number” (or “SN”): an integer attribute of an event, defined as the Sequence Number of the event’s self-parent, plus one. For example, in FIG. 14, the self-parent of event 1405 is 1401. Since the Sequence Number of event 1401 is one, the Sequence Number of event 1405 is two (i.e., one plus one).

“Generation Number” (or “GN”): an integer attribute of an event, defined as the maximum of the Generation Numbers of the event’s parents, plus one. For example, in FIG. 14, event 1412 has two parents, events 1406 and 1408, having Generation Numbers four and two, respectively. Thus, the Generation Number of event 1412 is five (i.e., four plus one).

“Round Increment” (or “RI”): an attribute of an event that can be either zero or one.

“Round Number” (or “RN”): an integer attribute of an event, defined as the maximum of the Round Numbers of the event’s parents, plus the event’s Round Increment. For example, in FIG. 14, event 1412 has two parents, events 1406 and 1408, both having a Round Number of one. Event 1412 also has a Round Increment of one. Thus, the Round Number of event 1412 is two (i.e., one plus one).

“Forking”: a member “forks” if the member creates two separate events having the same self-parent. For example, in FIG. 15, member Dave forks by creating and/or defining events 1503 and 1504, both having the same self-parent (i.e., event 1501).

“Identification” of forking: forking can be “identified” by a third event created and/or defined after the two events (having the same self-parent) if those two events are both ancestors of the third event. For example, in FIG. 15, member Dave forks by creating events 1503 and 1504, both having the same self-parent (i.e., event 1501). This forking can be identified by later event 1506 because events 1503 and 1504 are both ancestors of event 1506. In some instances, identification of forking can indicate that a particular member (e.g., Dave) has cheated.

“Identification” of an event: an event X “identifies” an ancestor event Y if event X cannot identify forking by the member that created event Y. For example, in FIG. 14, event 1412 identifies ancestor event 1403 because event
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1403 is created and/or defined by Bob, and Bob has never forked (at least as far as event 1412 can identify).

"Strong identification" of an event: an event X "strongly identifies" an ancestor event Y created and/or defined by the same member as X, if X identifies Y. Event X "strongly identifies" an ancestor event Y that is not created and/or defined by the same member as X, if there exists a set S of events that (1) includes both X and Y and (2) are ancestors of event X and (3) are descendants of ancestor event Y and (4) are identified by X and (5) are created and/or defined by at least M different members.

For example, in FIG. 14, if M is defined to be the least integer that is more than ½ of N (i.e., four), then event 1412 strongly identifies ancestor event 1401 because the set of events 1401, 1402, 1406, and 1412 is a set of at least four events that are ancestors of event 1412 and descendants of event 1401, and they are created and/or defined by the four members Dave, Carol, Bob, and Ed, respectively, and event 1412 does not identify forking by any of Dave, Carol, Bob, or Ed.

"Round R first" event: an event X is a "round R first" event if the event (1) has Round Number R, and (2) has a self-parent having a Round Number smaller than R. For example, in FIG. 14, event 1412 is a "round 2 first" event because it has a Round Number of two, and its self-parent is event 1408, which has a Round Number of one (i.e., smaller than two).

In some instances, the Round Increment for an event X is defined to be 1 if and only if X "strongly identifies" at least M "round R first" events, where R is the maximum Round Number of its parents. For example, in FIG. 14, if M is defined to be the least integer greater than ½ times N, then M is three. Then event 1412 strongly identifies the M events 1401, 1402, and 1408, all of which are round 1 firsts. Both parents of 1412 are round 1, and 1412 strongly identifies at least M round 1 firsts, therefore the round increment for 1412 is one. The events in the diagram marked with "RI=0" each fail to strongly identify at least M round 1 firsts, therefore their round increments are zero.

In some instances, the following method can be used for determining whether event X can strongly identify ancestor event Y. For each round R first ancestor event Y, maintain an array A1 of integers, one per member, giving the lowest sequence number of the event X, where that member created and/or defined event X, and X can identify Y. For each event Z, maintain an array A2 of integers, one per member, giving the highest sequence number of an event W created and/or defined by that member, such that Z can identify W. To determine whether Z can strongly identify ancestor event Y, count the number of element positions E such that A1[E] <= A2[E]. Event Z can strongly identify Y if and only if this count is greater than M.

For example, in FIG. 14, members Alice, Bob, Carol, Dave, and Ed can each identify event 1401, where the earliest event that can do so is their events {1404, 1403, 1402, 1401, 1408}, respectively. These events have sequence numbers A1={1,1,1,1,1}. Similarly, the latest event by each of them that is identified by event 1412 is event {NONE, 1406, 1402, 1401, 1412}, where Alice is listed as "NONE" because 1412 cannot identify any events by Alice. These events have sequence numbers of A2={0,2,1,1,2}, respectively, where all events have positive sequence numbers, so the 0 means that Alice has no events that are identified by 1412. Comparing the list A1 to the list
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A2 gives the results {1<=0, 1<=2, 1<=1, 1<=1, 1<=2} which is equivalent to {false, true, true, true, true} which has four values that are true. Therefore, there exists a set S of four events that are ancestors of 1412 and descendants of 1401. Four is at least M, therefore 1412 strongly identifies 1401.

Yet another variation on implementing the method for determining, with A1 and A2, whether event X can strongly identify ancestor event Y is as follows. If the integer elements in both arrays are less than 128, then it is possible to store each element in a single byte and pack 8 such elements into a single 64-bit word, and let A1 and A2 be arrays of such words. The most significant bit of each byte in A1 can be set to 0, and the most significant bit of each byte in A2 can be set to 1. Subtract the two corresponding words, then perform a bitwise AND with a mask to zero everything but the most significant bits, and right shift by 7 positions, to get a value that is expressed in the C programming language as:

```
((A2[i] & 0x0800800080008000) >> 7)
```

It can be added to a running accumulator S that was initialized to zero. After doing this multiple times, convert the accumulator to a count by shifting and adding the bytes, to get

```
(S & 0xff) + (S>>8) & 0xff + (S>>16) & 0xff + (S>>24) & 0xff + (S>>32) & 0xff + (S>>40) & 0xff + (S>>48) & 0xff + (S>>56) & 0xff)
```

In some instances, these calculations can be performed in programming languages such as C, Java, and/or the like. In other instances, the calculations can be performed using processor-specific instructions such as the Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) instructions provided by Intel and AMD, or the equivalent in a graphics processing unit (GPU) or general-purpose graphics processing unit (GPGPU). On some architectures, the calculations can be performed faster by using words larger than 64 bits, such as 128, 256, 512, or more bits.

"Famous" event: a round R event X is "famous" if (1) the event X is a "round R first" event and (2) a decision of "YES" is reached via execution of a Byzantine agreement protocol, described below. In some embodiments, the Byzantine agreement protocol can be executed by an instance of a distributed database (e.g., distributed database instance 114) and/or a database convergence module (e.g., database convergence module 211).

For example, in FIG. 14, there are five round 1 firsts shown: 1401, 1402, 1403, 1404, and 1408. If M is defined to be the least integer greater than ½ times N, which is three, then 1412 is a round 2 first. If the protocol runs longer, then the hashDAG will grow upward, and eventually the other four members will also have round 2 firsts above the top of this figure. Each round 2 first will have a "vote" on whether each of the round 1 firsts is "famous". Event 1412 would vote YES for 1401, 1402, and 1403 being famous, because those are round 1 first that it can identify. Event 1412 would vote NO for 1404 being famous, because 1412 cannot identify 1404. For a given round 1 first, such as 1402, its status of being "famous" or not will be decided by calculating the votes of each round 2 first for whether it is famous or not. Those votes will then propagate to round 3 firsts, then to round 4 firsts and so on, until eventually agreement is reached on whether 1402 was famous. The same process is repeated for other firsts.

A Byzantine agreement protocol can collect and use the votes and/or decisions of "round R first" events to
identify "famous events. For example, a "round R+1 first" Y will vote "YES" if Y can "identify" event X, otherwise it votes "NO." Votes are then calculated for each round T, for T=R+2, R+3, R+4, etc., until a decision is reached by any member. Until a decision has been reached, a vote is calculated for each round T. Some of those rounds can be "majority" rounds, while some other rounds can be "coin" rounds. In some instances, for example, Round R+2 is a majority round, and future rounds are designated as either a majority or a coin round (e.g., according to a predefined schedule). For example, in some instances, whether a future round is a majority round or a coin round can be arbitrarily determined, subject to the condition that there cannot be two consecutive coin rounds. For example, it might be predefined that there will be five majority rounds, then one coin round, then five majority rounds, then one coin round, repeated for as long as it takes to reach agreement.

In some instances, if round T is a majority round, the votes can be calculated as follows. If there exists a round T event that strongly identifies at least M round T−1 firsts voting V (where V is either "YES" or "NO"), then the consensus decision is V, and the Byzantine agreement protocol ends. Otherwise, each round T first event calculates a new vote that is the majority of the round T−1 firsts that each round T first event can strongly identify. In instances where there is a tie rather than majority, the vote can be designated "YES." For example, in FIG. 14, consider some round first event X that is below the figure shown. Then, each round T first will have a vote on whether X is famous. Event 1412 can strongly identify the round 1 firsts 1401, 1402, and 1408. So its vote will be based on their votes. If this is a majority round, then 1412 will check whether at least M of [1401, 1402, 1408] have a vote of YES. If they do, then the decision is YES, and the agreement has been achieved. If at least M of them vote NO, then the decision is NO, and the agreement has been achieved. If the vote doesn’t have at least M either direction, then 1412 is given a vote that is a majority of the votes of those of 1401, 1402, and 1408 (and would break ties by voting YES, if there were a tie). That vote would then be used in the next round, continuing until agreement is reached.

In some instances, if round T is a coin round, the votes can be calculated as follows. If event X can be calculated as above. If there exists a round T−1 firsts voting V (where V is either "YES" or "NO"), then event X will change its vote to V. Otherwise, if it is a coin round, then each round T first event X changes its vote to the result of a pseudo-random determination (akin to a coin flip in some instances), which is defined to be the least significant bit of the signature of event X. For example, in FIG. 14, if round 2 is a coin round, and the vote is on whether some event before round 1 was famous, then event 1412 will first check whether at least M of {1401, 1402, 1408} voted YES, or at least M of them voted NO. If that is the case, then 1412 will vote the same way. If there are not at least M voting in either direction, then 1412 will have a vote equal to the least significant bit of the digital signature that Ed created for event 1412 when he signed it, at the time he created and/or defined it.

In some instances, the result of the pseudo-random determination can be the result of a cryptographic shared coin protocol, which can, for example, be implemented as the least significant bit of a threshold signature of the round number.

A system can be built from any one of the methods for calculating the result of the pseudo-random determination described above. In some instances, the system cycles through the different methods in some order. In other instances, the system can choose among the different methods according to a predefined pattern.

"Received round": An event X has a "received round" of R if R is the minimum integer such that at least half of the famous round R firsts are descendants of X. In some instances, the "received generation" of event X can be calculated as follows. Find which member created and/or defined each round R first event that can identify event X. Then determine the generation number for the earliest event by that member that can identify X. Then define the "received generation" of X to be the median of that list.

In some instances, the total order for the events is calculated by sorting the events by their received round, breaking ties by their received generation, and breaking those ties by their signatures. The foregoing paragraphs specify functions used to calculate and/or define an event’s received round and received generation.

In other instances, instead of using the signature of each event, the signature of that event XORed with the signatures of the famous events with the same received generation in that round can be used.

In still other instances, instead of defining the "received generation" as the median of a list, the "received generation" can be defined to be the list itself. Then, when sorting by received generation, two received generations can be compared by the middle elements of their lists, breaking ties by the element immediately before the middle, breaking those ties by the element immediately after the middle, and continuing by alternating between the element before those used so far and the element after, until the tie is broken.

In still other instances, each event can contain a "timestamp" which is an assertion by its creator as to the date and time at which it was created. In such an instance, the total order can be defined as described above, except the "received timestamp" can be used instead of the "received generation".

Accordingly, the events can be ordered by round received, with ties broken by the median received timestamp, and those ties broken by the signature. As an alternative, the median timestamp can be replaced with extended median timestamp. The median timestamp received can potentially be used for other purposes in addition to calculating a total order of events. For example, Bob might sign a contract that says he agrees to be bound by the contract if and only if there is an event X containing a transaction where Alice signs that same contract, with the received timestamp for X being on or before a certain deadline. In that case, Bob would not be bound by the contract if Alice signs it after the deadline, as indicated by the "received median timestamp", as described above.

The foregoing terms, definitions, and algorithms are used to illustrate the embodiments and concepts described in FIGS. 14-15 and the related foregoing paragraphs.

In other instances as described in further detail herein, the database convergence module 211 can initially define a vector of values for a parameter, and can update the vector of values as it receives additional values for the parameter from other compute devices. For example, the database convergence module 211 can receive additional values for the parameter from other compute devices via the communication module 212. In some instances, the database convergence module can select a value for the parameter based on
the defined and/or updated vector of values for the parameter, as described in further detail herein. In some embodiments, the database convergence module 211 can also send a value for the parameter to other compute devices via the communication module 212, as described in further detail herein. In some embodiments, the database convergence module 211 can send a signal to memory 220 to cause to be stored in memory 220 (1) the defined and/or updated vector of values for a parameter, and/or (2) the selected value for the parameter based on the defined and/or updated vector of values for the parameter. For example, (1) the defined and/or updated vector of values for the parameter and/or (2) the selected value for the parameter based on the defined and/or updated vector of values for the parameter, can be stored in a distributed database instance 221 implemented in memory 220. In some embodiments, the distributed database instance 221 can be similar to distributed database instances 114, 124, 134, 144 of the distributed database system 100 shown in FIG. 1.

In FIG. 2, the database convergence module 211 and the communication module 212 are shown in FIG. 2 as being implemented in processor 210. In other embodiments, the database convergence module 211 and/or the communication module 212 can be implemented in memory 220. In still other embodiments, the database convergence module 211 and/or the communication module 212 can be hardware based (e.g., ASIC, FPGA, etc.). FIG. 7 illustrates a signal flow diagram of two compute devices syncing events, according to an embodiment. Specifically, in some embodiments, the distributed database instances 703 and 803 can exchange events to obtain convergence. The compute device 700 can select to sync with the compute device 800 randomly, based on a relationship with the compute device 700, based on proximity to the compute device 700, based on an ordered list associated with the compute device 700, and/or the like. In some embodiments, because the compute device 800 can be chosen by the compute device 700 from the set of compute devices belonging to the distributed database system, the compute device 700 can select the compute device 800 multiple times in a row or may not select the compute device 800 for awhile. In other embodiments, an indication of the previously selected compute devices can be stored at the compute device 700. In such embodiments, the compute device 700 can wait a predetermined number of selections before being able to select again the compute device 800. As explained above, the distributed database instances 703 and 803 can be implemented in a memory of compute device 700 and a memory of compute device 800, respectively.

FIGS. 3-6 illustrate examples of a hashDAG, according to an embodiment. There are five members, each of which is represented by a dark vertical line. Each circle represents an event. The two downward lines from an event represent the hashes of two previous events. Every event in this example has two downward lines (one dark line to the same member and one light line to another member), except for each member’s first event. Time progresses upward. In FIGS. 3-6, compute devices of a distributed database are indicated as Alice, Bob, Carol, Dave and Ed. In should be understood that such indications refer to compute devices structurally and functionally similar to the compute devices 110, 120, 130 and 140 shown and described with respect to FIG. 1.

Example System 1

If the compute device 700 is called Alice, and the compute device 800 is called Bob, then a sync between them can be as illustrated in FIG. 7. A sync between Alice and Bob can be as follows:

Alice sends Bob the events stored in distributed database 703. Bob creates and/or defines a new event which contains: a hash of the last event Bob created and/or defined a hash of the last event Alice created and/or defined a digital signature by Bob of the above

Bob sends Alice the events stored in distributed database 803. Alice creates and/or defines a new event. Alice sends Bob that event. Alice calculates a total order for the events, as a function of a hashDAG

Bob calculates a total order for the events, as a function of a hashDAG

At any given time, a member can store the events received so far, along with an identifier associated with the compute device and/or distributed database instance that created and/or defined each event. Each event contains the hashes of two earlier events, except for an initial event (which has no parent hashes), and the first event for each new member (which has a single parent event hash, representing the event of the existing member that invited them to join). A diagram can be drawn representing this set of events. It can show a vertical line for each member, and a dot on that line for each event created and/or defined by that member. A diagonal line is drawn between two dots whenever an event (the higher dot) includes the hash of an earlier event (the lower dot). An event can be said to be linked to another event if that event can reference the other event via a hash of that event (either directly or through intermediary events).

For example, FIG. 3 illustrates an example of a hashDAG 600. Event 602 is created and/or defined by Bob as a result of and after syncing with Carol. Event 602 includes a hash of event 604 (the previous event created and/or defined by Bob) and a hash of event 606 (the previous event created and/or defined by Carol). In some embodiments, for example, the hash of event 604 included within event 602 includes a pointer to its immediate ancestor events, events 608 and 610. As such, Bob can use the event 602 to reference events 608 and 610 and reconstruct the hashDAG using the pointers to the prior events. In some instances, event 602 can be said to be linked to the other events in the hashDAG 600 since event 602 can reference each of the events in the hashDAG 600 via earlier ancestor events. For example, event 602 is linked to event 608 via event 604. For another example, event 602 is linked to event 616 via events 606 and event 612.

Example System 2

The system from Example System 1, where the event also includes a “payload” of transactions or other information to record. Such a payload can be used to update the events with any transactions and/or information that occurred and/or was defined since the compute device’s immediate prior event. For example, the event 602 can include any transactions performed by Bob since event 604 was created and/or defined. Thus, when syncing event 602 with other compute devices, Bob can share this information. Accordingly, the transactions performed by Bob can be associated with an event and shared with the other members using events.

Example System 3

The system from Example System 1, where the event also includes the current time and/or date, useful for debugging, diagnostics, and/or other purposes. The time and/or date can be the local time and/or date when the compute device (e.g.,
Bob) creates and/or defines the event. In such embodiments, such a local time and/or date is not synchronized with the remaining devices. In other embodiments, the time and/or date can be synchronized across the devices (e.g., when exchanging events). In still other embodiments, a global timer can be used to determine the time and/or date.

Example System 4

The system from Example System 1, where Alice does not send Bob events created and/or defined by Bob, nor ancestor events of such an event. An event x is an ancestor of an event y if y contains the hash of x, or y contains the hash of an event that is an ancestor of x. Similarly stated, in such embodiments Bob sends Alice the events not yet stored by Alice and does not send events already stored by Alice.

For example, FIG. 4 illustrates an example hashDAG illustrating the ancestor events (dotted circles) and descendant events (striped circles) of the event 622 (the black circle). The lines establish a partial order on the events, where the ancestors come before the black event, and the descendents come after the black event. The partial order does not indicate whether the white events are before or after the black event, so a total order is used to decide their sequence. For another example, FIG. 5 illustrates an example hashDAG illustrating one particular event (solid circle) and the first time each member receives an indication of that event (striped circles). When Carol syncs with Dave to create and/or define event 624, Dave does not send to Carol ancestor events of event 622 since Carol is already aware of and has received such events. Instead, Dave sends to Carol the events Carol has yet to receive and/or store in Carol’s distributed database instance. In some embodiments, Dave can identify what events to send to Carol based on what Dave’s hashDAG reveals about what events Carol has previously received. Event 622 is an ancestor of event 626. Therefore, at the time of event 626, Dave has already received event 622. FIG. 4 shows that Dave received event 622 from Ed who received event 622 from Bob who received event 622 from Carol. Furthermore, at the time of event 624, event 622 is the last event that Dave has received that was created and/or defined by Carol. Therefore, Dave can send Carol the events that Dave has stored other than event 622 and its ancestors. Additionally, upon receiving event 626 from Dave, Carol can reconstruct the hashDAG based on the pointers in the events stored in Carol’s distributed database instance. In other embodiments, Dave can identify what events to send to Carol based on Carol sending event 622 to Dave (not shown in FIG. 4) and Dave identifying using event 622 (and the references therein) to identify the events Carol has already received.

Example System 5

The system from Example System 1 where both members send events to the other in an order such that an event is not sent until after the recipient has received and/or stored the ancestors of that event. Accordingly, the sender sends events from oldest to newest, such that the recipient can check the two hashes on each event as the event is received, by comparing the two hashes to the two ancestor events that were already received. The sender can identify what events to send to the receiver based on the current state of the sender’s hashDAG (e.g., a database state variable defined by the sender) and what that hashDAG indicates the receiver has already received. Referring to FIG. 3, for example, when Bob is syncing with Carol to define event 619, Bob can identify that event 619 is the last event created and/or defined by Bob that Carol has received. Therefore Carol can determine that Bob knows of that event, and its ancestors. Thus Carol can send Bob event 618 and event 616 first (i.e., the oldest events Bob has yet to receive that Carol has received). Carol can then send Bob event 612 and then event 606. This allows Bob to easily link the events and reconstruct Bob’s hashDAG. Using Carol’s hashDAG to identify what events Bob has yet to receive can increase the efficiency of the sync and can reduce network traffic since Bob does not request events from Carol.

In other embodiments, the most recent event can be sent first. If the receiver determines (based on the hash of the previous events in the most recent event and/or pointers to previous events in the most recent event) that they have not yet received one of the two previous events, the receiver can request the sender to send such events. This can occur until the receiver has received and/or stored the ancestors of the most recent event. Referring to FIG. 3, in such embodiments, for example, when Bob receives event 606 from Carol, Bob can identify the hash of event 612 and event 614 in event 606. Bob can determine that event 614 was previously received from Alice when creating and/or defining event 604. Accordingly, Bob does not need to request event 614 from Carol. Bob can also determine that event 612 has not yet been received. Bob can then send request event 612 from Carol. Bob can then, based on the hashes within event 612, determine that Bob has not received events 616 or 618 and can accordingly request these events from Carol. Based on events 616 and 618, Bob will then be able to determine that he has received the ancestors of event 606.

Example System 6

The system from Example System 5 with the additional constraint that when a member has a choice between several events to send next, the event is chosen to minimize the total number of bytes sent so far created and/or defined by that member. For example, if Alice has only two events left to send Bob, and one is 100 bytes and was created and/or defined by Carol, and one is 10 bytes and was created and/or defined by Dave, and so far in this sync Alice has already sent 200 bytes of events by Carol and 210 bytes by Dave, then Alice should send the Dave event first, then subsequently send the Carol event. Because 210+10>100+200. This can be used to address attacks in which a single member either sends out a single gigantic event, or a flood of tiny events. In the case in which the traffic exceeds a byte limit of most members (as discussed with respect to Example System 7), the method of Example System 6 can ensure that the attacker’s events are ignored rather than the events of legitimate users. Similarly stated, attacks can be reduced by sending the smaller events before bigger ones (to defend against one giant event tying up a connection). Moreover, if a member can’t send each of the events in a single sync (e.g., because of network limitation, member byte limits, etc.), then that member can send a few events from each member, rather than merely sending the events defined and/or created by the attacker and none (of few) events created and/or defined by other members.

Example System 7

The system from Example System 1 with an additional first step in which Bob sends Alice a number indicating a maximum number of bytes he is willing to receive during this sync, and Alice replies with her limit. Alice then stops sending when the next event would exceed this limit. Bob does the same. In such an embodiment, this limits the number of bytes
transferred. This may increase the time to convergence, but will reduce the amount of network traffic per sync.

Example System 8

The system from Example System 1, in which the following steps added at the start of the syncing process:

Alice identifies S, the set of events that she has received and/or stored, skipping events that were created and/or defined by Bob or that are ancestors of events created and/or defined by Bob.

Alice identifies the members that created and/or defined each event in S, and sends Bob the list of the member’s ID numbers. Alice also sends a number of events that were created and/or defined by each member that she has already received and/or stored.

Bob replies with a list of how many events he has received that were created and/or defined by the other members. Alice then sends Bob only the events that he has yet to receive. For example, if Alice indicates to Bob that she has received 100 events created and/or defined by Carol, and Bob replies that he has received 95 events created and/or defined by Carol, then Alice will send only the most recent 5 events created and/or defined by Carol.

Example System 9

The system from Example System 1, with an additional mechanism for identifying and/or handling cheaters. Each event contains two hashes, one from the last event created and/or defined by that member (the “self hash”), and one from the last event created and/or defined by another member (the “foreign hash”). If a member creates and/or defines two different events with the same self hash, then that member is a “cheater”. If Alice discovers Dave is a cheater, by receiving two different events created and/or defined by him with the same self hash, then she stores an indicator that he is a cheater, and refrains from syncing with him in the future. If she discovers he is a cheater, she still syncs with him again and creates and/or defines a new event recording that fact, then Alice becomes a cheater, too, and the other members who learn of Alice further syncing with Dave stop syncing with Alice. In some embodiments, this only affects the syncs in one way. For example, when Alice sends a list of identifiers and the number of events she has received for each member, she doesn’t send an ID or count for the cheater, so Bob won’t reply with any corresponding number. Alice then sends Bob the cheater’s events that she has received and for which she hasn’t received an indication that Bob has received such events. After that sync is finished, Bob will also be able to determine that Dave is a cheater (if he hasn’t already identified Dave as a cheater), and Bob will also refuse to sync with the cheater.

Example System 10

The system in Example System 9, with the addition that Alice starts a sync process by sending Bob a list of cheaters she has identified and of whose events she is still storing, and Bob replies with any cheaters he has identified in addition to the cheaters Alice identified. Then they continue as normal, but without giving counts for the cheaters when syncing with each other.

Example System 11

The system in Example System 1, with a process that repeatedly updates a current state (e.g., as captured by a database state variable defined by a member of the system) based on transactions inside of any new events that are received during syncing. This also can include a second process that repeatedly rebuilds that state (e.g., the order of events), whenever the sequence of events changes, by going back to a copy of an earlier state, and recalculates the present state by processing the events in the new order. In some embodiments, the current state is a state, balance, condition, and/or the like associated with a result of the transactions. Similarly, stated, the state can include the data structure and/or variables modified by the transactions. For example, if the transactions are money transfers between bank accounts, then the current state can be the current balance of the accounts. For another example, if the transactions are associated with a multiplayer game, the current state can be the position, number of lives, items obtained, state of the game, and/or the like associated with the game.

Example System 12

The system in Example System 11, made faster by the use of “fast clone” array list to maintain the state (e.g., bank account balances, game state, etc.). A fast clone array list is a data structure that acts like an array with one additional feature: it supports a “clone” operation that appears to create and/or define a reference to a copy of the original. The clone acts as if it were the reference, because changes to the clone do not affect the original. The cloning operation, however, is faster than creating a true copy, because creating a clone does not actually involve copying and/or updating the entire contents of an array list to another. Instead of having two clones and/or copies of the original list, two small objects, each with a hash table and a pointer to the original list, can be used. When a write is made to the clone, the hash table remembers which element is modified, and the new value. When a read is performed on the location, the hash table is first checked, and if that element was modified, the new value from the hash table is returned. Otherwise, that element from the original array list is returned. In this way, the two “clones” are initially just pointers to the original array list. But as each is modified repeatedly, it grows to have a large hash table storing differences between itself and the original list. Clones can themselves be cloned, causing the data structure to expand to a tree of objects, each with its own hash table and pointer to its parent. A read therefore causes a walk up the tree until a vertex is found that has the requested data, or the root is reached. If vertex becomes too large or complex, then it can be replaced with a true copy of the parent, the changes in the hash table can be made to the copy, and the hash table discarded. In addition, if a clone is no longer needed, then during garbage collection it can be removed from the tree, and the tree can be collapsed.

Example System 13

The system in Example System 11, made faster by the use of a “fast clone” hash table to maintain the state (e.g., bank account balances, game state, etc.). This is the same as System 12, except the root of the tree is a hash table rather than an array list.

Example System 14

The system in Example System 11, made faster by the use of a “fast clone” relational database to maintain the state (e.g., bank account balances, game state, etc.). This is an object that acts as a wrapper around an existing Relational Database
Management System (RDDBMS). Each apparent “clone” is actually an object with an ID number and a pointer to an object containing the database. When the user’s code tries to perform a Structure Query Language (SQL) query on the database, the query is first modified, then sent to the real database. The real database is identical to the database as seen by the client code, except that each table has one additional field for the clone ID. For example, suppose there is an original database with clone ID 1, and then two clones of the database are made, with IDs 2 and 3. Each row in each table will have a 1, 2, or 3 in the clone ID field. When a query comes from the user code into clone 2, the query is modified so that the query will only read from rows that have a 2 or 1 in that field. Similarly, reads to 3 look for rows with a 3 or 1 ID. If the Structured Query Language (SQL) command goes to clone 2 and says to delete a row, and that row has a 1, then the command should just change the 1 to a 3, which marks the row as no longer being shared by clones 2 and 3, and now just being visible to 3. If there are several clones in operation, then several copies of the row can be inserted, and each can be changed to the ID of a different clone, so that the new rows are visible to the clones except for the clone that just “deleted” the row. Similarly, if a row is added to clone 2, then the row is added to the table with an ID of 2. A modification of a row is equivalent to a deletion then an insertion. As before, if several clones are garbage collected, then the tree can be simplified. The structure of that tree will be stored in an additional table that is not accessible to the clones, but is purely used internally.

Example System 15

The system in Example System 11, made faster by the use of a “fast clone” file system to maintain the state. This is an object that acts as a wrapper around a file system. The file system is built on top of the existing file system, using a fast clone relational database to manage the different versions of the file system. The underlying file system stores a large number of files, either in one directory, or divided up according to filename (to keep directories small). The directory tree can be stored in the database, and not provided to the host file system. When a file or directory is cloned, the “clone” is just an object with an ID number, and the database is modified to reflect that this clone now exists. If a fast clone file system is cloned, it appears to the user as if an entire, new hard drive has been created and/or defined, initialized with a copy of the existing hard drive. Changes to one copy can have no effect on the other copies. In reality, there is just one copy of each file or directory, and when a file is modified through one clone the copying occurs.

Example System 16

The system in Example System 15 in which a separate file is created and/or defined on the host operating system for each N-byte portion of a file in the fast clone file system. N can be some suitable size, such as for example 4096 or 1024. In this way, if one byte is changed in a large file, only one chunk of the large file is copied and modified. This also increases efficiency when storing many files on the drive that differ in only a few bytes.

Example System 17

The system in Example System 11 where each member includes in some or all of the events they create and/or define a hash of the state at some previous time, along with the number of events that occurred up to that point, indicating that the member recognizes and/or identifies that there is now a consensus on the order of events. After a member has collected signed events containing such a hash from a majority of the users for a given state, the member can then store that as proof of the consensus state at that point, and delete from memory the events and transactions before that point.

Example System 18

The system of Example System 1 where operations that calculate a median or a majority is replaced with a weighted median or weighted majority, where members are weighted by their “stake”. The stake is a number that indicates how much that member’s vote counts. The stake could be holdings in a crypto currency, or just an arbitrary number assigned when the member is first invited to join, and then divided among new members that the member invites to join. Old events can be discarded when enough members have agreed to the consensus state so that their total stake is a majority of the stake in existence. If the total order is calculated using a median of ranks contributed by the members, then the result is a number where half the members have a higher rank and half have a lower. On the other hand, if the total order is calculated using the weighted median, then the result is a number where about half of the total stake is associated with ranks lower than that, and half above. Weighted voting and medians can be useful in preventing a Sybil attack, where one member invites a huge number of “sock puppet” users to join, each of whom are simply pseudonyms controlled by the inviting member. If the inviting member is forced to divide their stake with the invitees, then the sock puppets will not be useful to the attacker in attempts to control the consensus results. Accordingly, proof of stake may be useful in some circumstances.

Example System 19

The system in Example System 1 in which instead of a single, distributed database, there are multiple databases in a hierarchy. For example, there might be a single database that the users are members of, and then several smaller databases, or “chunks”, each of which has a subset of the members. When events happen in a chunk, they are synced among the members of that chunk and not among members outside that chunk. Then, from time to time, after a consensus order has been decided within the chunk, the resulting state (or events with their consensus total order) can be shared with the entire membership of the large database.

Example System 20

The system in Example System 11, with the ability to have an event that updates the software for updating the state (e.g., as captured by a database state variable defined by a member of the system). For example, events X and Y can contain transactions that modify the state, according to software code that reads the transactions within those events, and then updates the state appropriately. Then, event Z can contain a notice that a new version of the software is now available. If a total order says the events happen in the order X, Z, Y, then the state can be updated by processing the transactions in X with the old software, then the transactions in Y with the new software. But if the consensus order was X, Y, Z, then both X and Y can be updated with the old software, which might give a different final state. Therefore, in such embodiments, the notice to upgrade the code can occur within an event, so that
the community can achieve consensus on when to switch from the old version to the new version. This ensures that the members will maintain synchronized states. It also ensures that the system can remain running, even during upgrades, with no need to reboot or restart the process.

The systems described above are expected to create and/or achieve an efficient convergence mechanism for distributed consensus, with eventual consensus. Several theorems can be proved about this, as shown in the following.

**Example Theorem 1**

If event x precedes event y in the partial order, then in a given member’s knowledge of the other members at a given time, each of the other members will have either received an indication of x before y, or will not yet have received an indication of y.

Proof: If event x precedes event y in the partial order, then x is an ancestor of y. When a member receives an indication of y for the first time, that member has either already received an indication of x earlier (in which case they heard of x before y), or it will be the case that the sync provides that member with both x and y (in which case they will hear of x before y during that sync, because the events received during a single sync are considered to have been received in an order consistent with ancestry relationships as described with respect to Example System 5). QED

**Example Theorem 2**

For any given hashDAG, if x precedes y in the partial order, then x will precede y in the total order calculated for that hashDAG.

Proof: If x precedes y in the partial order, then by theorem 1:

for all i, rank(i,x)<rank(i,y)

where rank(i,x) is the rank assigned by member i to event x, which is 1 if x is the first event received by member i, 2 if it is second, and so on. Let med(x) be the median of the rank(i,x) over all i, and similarly for med(y).

For a given k, choose an i1 and i2 such that rank(i1,x) is the k-th-smallest x rank, and rank(i2,y) is the k-th-smallest y rank. Then:

rank(i1,x)<rank(i2,y)

This is because rank(i2,y) is greater than or equal to k of the y ranks, each of which is strictly greater than the corresponding x rank. Therefore, rank(i2,y) is strictly greater than at least k of the x ranks, and so is strictly greater than the k-th-smallest x rank. This argument holds for any k.

Let n be the number of members (which is the number of i values). Then n must be either odd or even. If n is odd, then let k=(n+1)/2, and the k-th-smallest rank will be the median. Therefore med(x)<med(y). If n is even, then when k=n/2, the k-th-smallest x rank will be strictly less than the k-th-smallest y rank, and also the (k+1)-th-smallest x rank will be strictly less than the (k+1)-th-smallest y rank. So the average of the two x ranks will be less than the average of the two y ranks. Therefore, med(x)<med(y). So in both cases, the median of x ranks is strictly less than the median of y ranks. So if the total order is defined by sorting the actions by median rank, then x will precede y in the total order. QED

**Example Theorem 3**

If a “gossip period” is the amount of time for existing events to propagate through syncing to all the members, then:

after 1 gossip period: all members agree on the order of those events

after 2 gossip periods: all members agree on the order of those events

after 3 gossip periods: all members know that agreement has been reached

after 4 gossip periods: all members obtain digital signatures from all other members, endorsing this consensus order.

Proof: Let S0 be the set of the events that have been created and/or defined by a given time T0. If every member will eventually sync with every other member infinitely often, then with probability 1 there will eventually be a time T1 at which the events in S0 have spread to every member, so that every member is aware of all of the events. That is the end of the first gossip period. Let S1 be the set of events that exist at time T1 and that didn’t yet exist at T0. There will then with probability 1 eventually be a time T2 at which every member has received every event in set S1, which is those that existed at time T1. That is the end of the second gossip period. Similarly, T3 is when all events in S2, those existing by T2 but not before T1, have spread to all members. Note that each gossip period eventually ends with probability 1. On average, each will last as long as it takes to perform log2(n) syncs, if there are n members.

By time T1, every member will have received every event in S0.

By time T2, a given member Alice will have received a record of each of the other members receiving every event in S0. Alice can therefore calculate the rank for every action in S0 for every member (which is the order in which that member received that action), and then sort the events by the median of the ranks. The resulting total order does not change, for the events in S0. That is because the resulting order is a function of the order in which each member first received an indication of each of those events, which does not change. It is possible, that Alice’s calculated order will have some events from S1 interspersed among the S0 events. Those S1 events may still change where they fall within the sequence of S0 events. But the relative order of events in S0 will not change.

By time T3, Alice will have learned a total order on the union of S0 and S1, and the relative order of the events in that union will not change. Furthermore, she can find within this sequence the earliest event from S1, and can conclude that the sequence of the events prior to S1 will not change, not even by the insertion of new events outside of S0. Therefore, by time T3, Alice can determine that consensus has been achieved for the order of the events in history prior to the first S1 event. She can digitally sign a hash of the state (e.g., as captured by a database state variable defined by Alice) resulting from these events occurring in this order, and send out the signature as part of the next event she creates and/or defines.

By time T4, Alice will have received similar signatures from the other members. At that point she can simply keep that list of signatures along with the state they attest to, and she can discard the events she has stored prior to the first S1 event. QED

The systems described herein describe a distributed database that achieves consensus quickly and securely. This can be a useful building block for many applications. For example, if the transactions describe a transfer of crypto currency from one cryptocurrency wallet to another, and if the state is simply a statement of the current amount in each wallet, then this system will constitute a crypto currency system that avoids the costly proof-of-work in existing systems. The automatic rule enforcement allows this to add features that are not common in current crypto currencies. For example, lost coins can be recovered, to avoid deflation, by
enforcing a rule that if a wallet neither sends nor receives cryptocurrency for a certain period of time, then that wallet is deleted, and its value is distributed to the other, existing wallets, proportional to the amount they currently contain. In that way, the money supply would not grow or shrink, even if the private key for a wallet is lost.

Another example is a distributed game, which acts like a Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO) game being played on a server, yet achieves that without using a central server. The consensus can be achieved without any central server being in control.

Another example is a system for social media that is built on top of such a database. Because the transactions are digitally signed, and the members receive information about the other members, this provides security and convenience advantages over current systems. For example, an email system with strong anti-spam policies can be implemented, because emails could not have forged return addresses. Such a system could also become a unified social system, combining in a single, distributed database the functions currently done by email, tweets, texts, forums, wikis, and/or other social media.

Other applications can include more sophisticated cryptographic functions, such as group digital signatures, in which the group as a whole cooperates to sign a contract or document. This, and other forms of multiparty computation, can be useful implemented using such a distributed consensus system.

Another example is a public ledger system. Anyone can pay to store some information in the system, paying a small amount of crypto currency (or real-world currency) per byte per year to store information in the system. These funds can then be automatically distributed to members who store that data, and to members who repeatedly sync to work to achieve consensus. It can automatically transfer to members a small amount of the crypto currency for each time that they sync.

These examples show that the distributed consensus database is useful as a component of many applications. Because the database does not use a costly proof-of-work, possibly using a cheaper proof-of-stake instead, the database can run with a full node running on smaller computers or even mobile and embedded devices.

While described above as an event containing a hash of two prior events (one self hash and one foreign hash), in other embodiments, a member can sync with two other members to create and/or define an event containing hashes of three prior events (one self hash and two foreign hashes). In still other embodiments, any number of event hashes of prior events from any number of members can be included within an event. In some embodiments, different events can include different numbers of hashes of prior events. For example, a first event can include two event hashes and a second event can include three event hashes.

While events are described as including hashes (or cryptographic hash values) of prior events, in other embodiments, an event can be created and/or defined to include a pointer, an identifier, and/or any other suitable reference to the prior events. For example, an event can be created and/or defined to include a serial number associated with and used to identify a prior event, thus linking the events. In some embodiments, such a serial number can include, for example, an identifier (e.g., media access control (MAC) address, Internet Protocol (IP) address, an assigned address, and/or the like) associated with the member that created and/or defined the event and an order of the event defined by that member. For example, a member that has an identifier of 10 and the event is the 15th event created and/or defined by that member can assign an identifier of 1015 to that event. In other embodiments, any other suitable format can be used to assign identifiers for events.

In other embodiments, events can contain full cryptographic hashes, but only portions of those hashes are transmitted during syncing. For example, if Alice sends Bob an event containing a hash H, and J is the first 3 bytes of H, and Alice determines that of the events and hashes she has stored, H is the only hash starting with J, then she can send J instead of H during the sync. If Bob then determines that he has another hash starting with J, he can then reply to Alice to request the full H. In that way, hashes can be compressed during transmission.

While the example systems shown and described above are described with reference to other systems, in other embodiments any combination of the example systems and their associated functionality can be implemented together and can include a distributed database. For example, Example System 1, Example System 2, and Example System 3 can be combined to create and/or define a distributed database. For another example, in some embodiments, Example System 10 can be implemented with Example System 1 but without Example System 9. For yet another example, Example System 7 can be combined and implemented with Example System 6. In still other embodiments, any other suitable combinations of the example systems can be implemented.

While described above as exchanging events to obtain convergence, in other embodiments, the distributed database instances can exchange values and/or vectors of values to obtain convergence as described with respect to FIGS. 3-8. Specifically, for example, FIG. 8 illustrates a communication flow between a first compute device 400 from a distributed database system (e.g., distributed database system 100) and a second compute device 500 from the distributed database system (e.g., distributed database system 100), according to an embodiment. In some embodiments, compute devices 400, 500 can be structurally and/or functionally similar to compute device 200 shown in FIG. 2. In some embodiments, compute device 400 and compute device 500 communicate with each other in a manner similar to how compute devices 110, 120, 130, 140 communicate with each other within the distributed database system 100, shown and described with respect to FIG. 1.

Similar to compute device 200, described with respect to FIG. 2, compute devices 400, 500 can each initially define a vector of values for a parameter, update the vector of values, select a value for the parameter based on the defined and/or updated vector of values for the parameter, and store (1) the defined and/or updated vector of values for the parameter and/or (2) the selected value for the parameter based on the defined and/or updated vector of values for the parameter. Each of the compute devices 400, 500 can initially define a vector of values for a parameter any number of ways. For example, each of compute devices 400, 500 can initially define a vector of values for a parameter by setting each value from the vector of values to equal the value initially stored in distributed database instances 403, 503, respectively. For another example, each of compute devices 400, 500 can initially define a vector of values for a parameter by setting each value from the vector of values to equal a random value. How the vector of values for a parameter is to be initially defined can be selected, for example, by an administrator of a distributed database system to which the compute devices 400, 500 belong, or individually or collectively by the users of the compute devices (e.g., the compute devices 400, 500) of the distributed database system.
The compute devices 400, 500 can also each store the vector of values for the parameter and/or the selected value for the parameter in distributed database instances 403, 503, respectively. Each of the distributed database instances 403, 503 can be implemented in a memory (not shown in FIG. 8) similar to memory 220, shown in FIG. 2.

In step 1, compute device 400 requests from compute device 500 a value for a parameter stored in distributed database instance 503 of compute device 500 (e.g., a value stored in a specific field of the distributed database instance 503). In some embodiments, compute device 500 can be chosen by compute device 400 from a set of compute devices belonging to a distributed database system. The compute device 500 can be chosen randomly, chosen based on a relationship with the compute device 400, based on proximity to the compute device 400, or chosen based on an ordered list associated with the compute device 400, and/or the like. In some embodiments, because the compute device 500 can be chosen by the compute device 400 from the set of compute devices belonging to the distributed database system, the compute device 400 can select the compute device 500 multiple times in a row or may not select the compute device 500 for awhile. In other embodiments, an indication of the previously selected compute devices can be stored at the compute device 400. In such embodiments, the compute device 400 can wait a predetermined number of selections before being able to select again the compute device 500. As explained above, the distributed database instance 503 can be implemented in a memory of compute device 500.

In some embodiments, the request from compute device 400 can be a signal sent by a communication module of compute device 400 (not shown in FIG. 8). This signal can be carried by a network, such as network 105 (shown in FIG. 1), and received by a communication module of compute device 500. In some embodiments, each of the communication modules of compute devices 400, 500 can be implemented within a processor or memory. For example, the communication modules of compute devices 400, 500 can be similar to communication module 212 shown in FIG. 2.

After receiving, from compute device 400, the request for the value of the parameter stored in distributed database instance 503, the compute device 500 sends the value of the parameter stored in distributed database instance 503 to compute device 400 in step 2. In some embodiments, compute device 500 can retrieve the value of the parameter from memory, and send the value as a signal through a communication module of compute device 500 (not shown in FIG. 8). In some instances if the distributed database instance 503 does not already include a value for the parameter (e.g., the transaction has not yet been defined in distributed database instance 503), the distributed database instance 503 can request a value for the parameter from the compute device 403 (if not already provided in step 1) and store that value for the parameter in the distributed database instance 503. In some embodiments, the compute device 400 will then use this value as the value for the parameter in distributed database instance 503.

In step 3, compute device 400 sends to compute device 500 a value for a parameter stored in distributed database instance 403. In other embodiments, the value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 403 (step 1) and the request for the value for the same parameter stored in distributed database instance 503 (step 3) can be sent as a single signal. In other embodiments, the value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 403 can be sent in a signal different from the signal for the request for the value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 503. In embodiments where the value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 403 is sent in a signal different from the signal for the request for the value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 503, the value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 403, the two signals can be sent in any order. In other words, either signal can be the sent before the other.

After the compute device 400 receives the value of the parameter sent from compute device 500 and/or the compute device 500 receives the value for the parameter sent from the compute device 400, in some embodiments, the compute device 400 and/or the compute device 500 can update the vector of values stored in distributed database instance 403 and/or the vector of values stored in distributed database instance 503, respectively. For example, compute devices 400, 500 can update the vector of values stored in distributed database instances 403, 503 to include the value of the parameter received by compute devices 400, 500, respectively. Compute devices 400, 500 can also update the value of the parameter stored in distributed database instance 403 and/or the value of the parameter stored in distributed database instance 503, respectively, based on the updated vector of values stored in distributed database instance 403 and/or the updated vector of values stored in distributed database instance 503, respectively.

Although the steps are labeled 1, 2, and 3 in FIG. 8 and in the discussion above, they should be understood steps 1, 2, and 3 can be performed in any order. For example, step 3 can be performed before steps 1 and 2. Furthermore, communication between compute device 400 and 500 is not limited to steps 1, 2, and 3 shown in FIG. 3, as described in detail herein. Moreover, after steps 1, 2, and 3 are complete, the compute device 400 can select another compute device from the set of compute devices within the distributed database system with which to exchange values (similar to steps 1, 2, and 3). In some embodiments, data communicated between compute devices 400, 500 can include compressed data, encrypted data, digital signatures, cryptographic checksums, and/or the like. Furthermore, each of the compute devices 400, 500 can send data to the other compute device to acknowledge receipt of data previously sent by the other device. Each of the compute devices 400, 500 can also ignore data that has been repeatedly sent by the other device.

Each of compute devices 400, 500 can initially define a vector of values for a parameter, and store this vector of values for a parameter in distributed database instances 403, 503, respectively. FIGS. 9a-9e illustrate examples of vectors of values for a parameter. A vector can be any set of values for a parameter (e.g., a one dimensional array of values for a parameter, an array of values each having multiple parts, etc.). Three examples of vectors are provided in FIGS. 9a-9e for purposes of illustration. As shown, each of vectors 410, 420, 430 has five values for a particular parameter. It should, however, be understood that a vector of values can have any number of values. In some instances, the number of values included in a vector of values can be set by user, situation, randomly, etc.

A parameter can be any data object capable of taking on different values. For example, a parameter can be a binary vote, in which the vote value can be either "YES" or "NO" (or a binary "1" or "0"). As shown in FIG. 9a, the vector of values 410 is a vector having five binary votes, with values 411, 412, 413, 414, 415 being "YES," "NO," "NO," "YES," and "YES," respectively. For another example, a parameter can be a set of data elements. FIG. 9b shows an example where the parameter is a set of alphabet letters. As shown, the vector of values 420 has five sets of four alphabet letters, with values 421, 422,
Bob before Alice is ½. Thus, the cost value for Alice before Bob is lower, and Alice will be ranked before Bob under “Kemeny Young voting.”

It should be understood that “majority rules,” “majority appearance,” “rank by median,” and “Kemeny Young voting” are discussed as examples of methods and/or processes that can be used to select a value for the parameter based on the vector of values for the parameter. Any other method and/or process can also be used. For example, the value of the parameter can be selected to be the value that appears in more than x % of the values included in the vector, where x % can be any percentage (i.e., not limited to 50% as used in “majority rules”). The percentage (i.e., x %) can also vary across selections performed at different times, for example, in relation to a confidence value (discussed in detail herein).

In some embodiments, a compute device can randomly select other compute devices to exchange values, a vector of values of a compute device may at any one time include multiple values from another single compute device. For example, if a vector size is five, a compute device may have randomly selected another compute device twice within the last five value exchange iterations. Accordingly, the value stored in the other computer device’s distributed database instance would be included twice in the vector of five values for the requesting compute device.

FIGS. 3 and 5 together illustrate, as an example, how a vector of values can be updated as one compute device communicates with another compute device. For example, compute device 400 can initially define a vector of values 510. In some embodiments, the vector of values 510 can be defined based on a value for a parameter stored in distributed database instance 403 at compute device 400. For example, when the vector of values 510 is first defined, each value from the vector of values 510 (i.e., each of values 511, 512, 513, 514, 515) can be set to equal the value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 403. To illustrate, if the value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 403, at the time the vector of values 510 is defined, is “YES,” then each value from the vector of values 510 (i.e., each of values 511, 512, 513, 514, 515) would be set to “YES,” as shown in FIG. 10a. When compute device 400 receives a value for the parameter stored in an instance of the distributed database of another compute device (e.g., distributed database instance 504 of compute device 500), compute device 400 can update the vector of values 510 to include the value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 504. In some instances, the vector of values 510 can be updated according to First In, First Out (FIFO). For example, if the compute device 400 receives value 516 (“YES”), the compute device 400 can add value 516 to the vector of values 510 and delete value 511 from the vector of values 510, to define vector of values 520, as shown in FIG. 10b. For example, if at a later time compute device receives values 517, 518, compute device 400 can add values 517, 518 to the vector of values 510 and delete value 512, 513, respectively, from the vector of values 510, to define vector of values 530, 540, respectively. In other instances, the vector of values 510 can be updated according to schemes other than First In, First Out, such as Last In, First Out (LIFO).

After the compute device 400 updates the vector of values 510 to define vectors of values 520, 530, and/or 540, the compute device 400 can select a value for the parameter based on the vector of values 520, 530, and/or 540. This selection can be performed according to any method and/or process (e.g., a rule or a set of rules), as discussed above with respect to FIGS. 9a-9c.
In some instances, computer devices 400, 500 can store a binary vote (an example of a “value”) on whether a particular stock is available for purchase (an example of a “parameter”). For example, the distributed database instance 403 of compute device 400 can store a value of “YES,” indicating that the particular stock is indeed available for purchase. The distributed database instance 503 of compute device 500, on the other hand, can store a value of “NO,” indicating that the particular stock is not available for purchase. In some instances, the compute device 400 can initially define a vector of binary votes based on the binary vote stored in the distributed database instance 403. For example, the compute device 400 can set each binary vote within the vector of binary votes to equal the binary vote in the distributed database instance 403 of the distributed database instance 403. In this case, the compute device 400 can define a vector of binary votes similar to vector of values 510. At some later time, the compute device 400 can communicate with compute device 500, requesting compute device 500 to send its binary vote on whether the particular stock is available for purchase. Once compute device 400 receives the binary vote of compute device 500 (in this example, “NO,” indicating that the particular stock is not available for purchase), the compute device 400 can update its vector of binary votes. For example, the updated vector of binary votes can be similar to vector of values 520. This can occur indefinitely, until a confidence value meets a predetermined criterion (described in further detail herein), periodically, and/or the like.

FIG. 11 shows a flow chart 10 illustrating the steps performed by the compute device 110 within the distributed database system 100, according to an embodiment. In step 11, the compute device 110 defines a vector of values for a parameter based on a value of the parameter stored in the distributed database instance 113. In some embodiments, the compute device 110 can define a vector of values for the parameter based on a value for a parameter stored in the distributed database instance 113. In step 12, the compute device 110 chooses another compute device within the distributed database system 110 and requests from the chosen compute device a value for the parameter stored in the distributed database instance of the chosen compute device. For example, the compute device 110 can randomly choose the compute device 120 from among compute devices 120, 130, 140, and request from the compute device 120 a value for the parameter stored in the distributed database instance 123. In step 13, compute device 110 (1) receives, from the chosen compute device (e.g., the compute device 120), the value for the parameter stored in the distributed database instance of the chosen compute device (e.g., the distributed database instance 123) and (2) sends, to the chosen compute device (e.g., the compute device 120), a value for the parameter stored in the distributed database instance 113. In step 14, the compute device 110 stores the value for the parameter received from the chosen compute device (e.g., the compute device 120) in the vector of values for the parameter. In step 15, the compute device 110 selects a value for the parameter based on the vector of values for the parameter. This selection can be performed according to any method and/or process (e.g., a rule or a set of rules), as discussed above with respect to FIGS. 9a-9c. In some embodiments, the compute device 110 can repeat the selection of a value for the parameter at different times. The compute device 110 can also repeatedly cycle through steps 12 through 14 between each selection of a value for the parameter.

In some instances, the distributed database system 100 can store information related to transactions within a Massively Multiplayer Game (MMG). For example, each compute device belonging to the distributed database system 100 can store a ranked set of players (an example of a “value”) on the order in which a particular item was possessed (an example of a “parameter”). For example, the distributed database instance 114 of the compute device 110 can store a ranked set of players (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol, 4. Dave, 5. Ed, 6. Frank), similar to value 431, indicating that the possession of the particular item began with Alice, was then passed to Bob, was then passed to Carol, was then passed to Dave, was then passed to Ed, and was finally passed to Frank. The distributed database instance 124 of the compute device 120 can store a value of a ranked set of players similar to value 432: (1. Bob, 2. Alice, 3. Carol, 4. Dave, 5. Ed, 6. Frank); the distributed database instance 134 of the compute device 130 can store a value of a ranked set of players similar to value 433: (1. Bob, 2. Alice, 3. Carol, 4. Dave, 5. Frank, 6. Ed); the distributed database instance 144 of the compute device 140 can store a value of a ranked set of players similar to value 434: (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol, 4. Ed, 5. Dave, 6. Frank); the distributed database instance of a fifth compute device (not shown in FIG. 1) can store a value of a ranked set of players similar to value 435: (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Ed, 4. Carol, 5. Dave, 6. Frank).

After the compute device 110 defines a vector of ranked set of players, the compute device can receive values of ranked sets of players from the other compute devices of the distributed database system 100. For example, the compute device 110 can receive (1. Bob, 2. Alice, 3. Carol, 4. Dave, 5. Ed, 6. Frank) from the compute device 120: (1. Bob, 2. Alice, 3. Carol, 4. Dave, 5. Frank, 6. Ed) from the compute device 130: (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol, 4. Ed, 5. Dave, 6. Frank) from the compute device 140: and (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Ed, 4. Carol, 5. Dave, 6. Frank) from the fifth compute device (not shown in FIG. 1). As the compute device 110 receives values of ranked sets of players from the other compute devices, the compute device 110 can update its vector of ranked sets of players to include the values of ranked sets of players received from the other compute devices. For example, the vector of ranked sets of players stored in distributed database instance 114 of the compute device 110, after receiving the values of ranked sets listed above, can be updated to be similar to vector of values 430. After the vector of ranked sets of players has been updated to be similar to vector of values 430, the compute device 110 can select a ranked set of players based on the vector of ranked sets of players. For example, the selection can be performed according to “rank by median;” as discussed above with respect to FIGS. 9a-9c. In some embodiments, the compute device 110 would select (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol, 4. Dave, 5. Ed, 6. Frank) based on the vector of ranked sets of players similar to vector of values 430.

In some instances, the compute device 110 does not receive the whole value from another compute device. In some instances, the compute device 110 can receive an identifier associated with portions of the whole value (also referred to as the composite value), such as a cryptographic hash value, rather than the portions themselves. To illustrate, the compute device 110, in some instances, does not receive (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol, 4. Ed, 5. Dave, 6. Frank), the entire value 434, from the compute device 140, but receives only (4. Ed, 5. Dave, 6. Frank) from the compute device 140. In other words, the compute device 110 does not receive from the compute device 140 (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol), certain portions of the value 434. Instead, the compute device 110 can receive from
the compute device 140 a cryptographic hash value associated with these portions of the value 434, i.e., (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol).

A cryptographic hash value uniquely represents the portions of the value that it is associated with. For example, a cryptographic hash representing (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol) will be different from cryptographic hashes representing:

- (1. Alice);
- (2. Bob);
- (3. Carol);
- (1. Alice, 2. Bob);
- (2. Bob, 3. Carol);
- (1. Bob, 2. Alice, 3. Carol);
- (1. Carol, 2. Bob, 3. Alice);

etc.

After the compute device 110 receives from the compute device 140 a cryptographic hash value associated with certain portions of the value 434, the compute device 110 can (1) generate a cryptographic hash value using the same portions of the value 431 stored in the distributed database instance 113 and (2) compare the generated cryptographic hash value with the received cryptographic hash value.

For example, the compute device 110 can receive from the compute device 140 a cryptographic hash value associated with the portions of the value 434, indicated by italics: (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol, 4. Ed, 5. Dave, 6. Frank). The compute device can then generate a cryptographic hash value using the same portions of the value 431 (stored in the distributed database instance 113), indicated by italics: (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol, 4. Dave, 5. Ed, 6. Frank). Because the italicized portions of value 434 and the italicized portions of value 431 are identical, the received cryptographic hash value (associated with the italicized portions of value 434) will also be identical to the generated cryptographic hash value (associated with italicized portions of value 431).

By comparing the generated cryptographic hash value with the received cryptographic hash value, the compute device 110 can determine whether to request from the compute device 140 the actual portions associated with the received cryptographic hash value. If the generated cryptographic hash value is identical to the received cryptographic hash value, the compute device 110 can determine that a copy identical to the actual portions associated with the received cryptographic hash value is already stored in the distributed database instance 113, and therefore the actual portions associated with the received cryptographic hash value is not needed from the compute device 140. On the other hand, if the generated cryptographic hash value is not identical to the received cryptographic hash value, the compute device 110 can request the actual portions associated with the received cryptographic hash value from the compute device 140.

Although the cryptographic hash values discussed above are associated with portions of single values, it should be understood that a cryptographic hash value can be associated with an entire single value and/or multiple values. For example, in some embodiments, a compute device (e.g., the compute device 140) can store a set of values in its distributed database instance (e.g., the distributed database instance 144). In such embodiments, after a predetermined time period since a value has been updated in the database instance, after a confidence value (discussed with respect to FIG. 13) for the value meets a predetermined criterion (e.g., reaches a predetermined threshold), after a specified amount of time since the transaction originated and/or based on any other suitable factors, that value can be included in a cryptographic hash value with other values when data is requested from and sent to another database instance. This reduces the number of specific values that are sent between database instances.

In some instances, for example, the set of values in the database can include a first set of values, including transactions between the year 2000 and the year 2010; a second set of values, including transactions between the year 2010 and the year 2013; a third set of values, including transactions between the year 2013 and the year 2014; and a fourth set of values, including transactions between 2014 and the present. Using this example, if the compute device 110 requests from the compute device 140 data stored in distributed database instance 144 of the compute device 140, in some embodiments, the compute device 140 can send to the compute device 110 (1) a first cryptographic hash value associated with the first set of values; (2) a second cryptographic hash value associated with the second set of values; (3) a third cryptographic hash value associated with the third set of values; and (4) each value from the fourth set of values.

Criteria for when a value is added to a cryptographic hash can be set by an administrator, individual users, based on a number of values already in the database instance, and/or the like. Sending cryptographic hash values instead of each individual value reduces the number of individual values provided when exchanging values between database instances.

When a receiving compute device (e.g., compute device 400 in step 2 of FIG. 8) receives a cryptographic hash value (e.g., generated by compute device 500 based on values in distributed database instance 503), that compute device generates a cryptographic hash value using the same method and/or process and the values in its database instance (e.g., distributed database instance 403) for the parameters (e.g., transactions during a specified time period) used to generate the received cryptographic hash value. The receiving compute device can then compare the received cryptographic hash value with the generated cryptographic hash value. If the values do not match, the receiving compute device can request the individual values used to generate the received cryptographic hash value from the sending compute device (e.g., compute device 500 in FIG. 8) and compare the individual values from the sending database instance (e.g., distributed database instance 503) with the individual values for those transactions in the received database instance (e.g., distributed database instance 403).

For example, if the receiving compute device receives the cryptographic hash value associated with the transactions between the year 2000 and the year 2010, the receiving compute device can generate a cryptographic hash using the values for the transactions between the year 2000 and the year 2010 stored in its database instance. If the received cryptographic hash value matches the locally-generated set of values, the receiving compute device can assume that the values for the transactions between the year 2000 and the year 2010 are the same in both databases and no additional information is requested. If, however, the received cryptographic hash value does not match the locally-generated cryptographic hash value, the receiving compute device can request the individual values the sending compute device used to generate the received cryptographic hash value. The receiving compute device can then identify the discrepancy and update a vector of values for that individual value.

The cryptographic hash values can rely on any suitable process and/or hash function to combine multiple values and/or portions of a value into a single identifier. For example, any suitable number of values (e.g., transactions within a time period) can be used as inputs to a hash function and a hash value can be generated based on the hash function.
Although the above discussion uses cryptographic hash values as the identifier associated with values and/or portions of values, it should be understood that other identifiers used to represent multiple values and/or portions of values can be used. Examples of other identifiers include digital fingerprints, checksums, regular hash values, and/or the like.

FIG. 12 shows a flow chart (flow chart 20) illustrating steps performed by the compute device 110 within the distributed database system 100, according to an embodiment. In the embodiment illustrated by FIG. 12, the vector of values is reset based on a predefined probability. Similarly stated, each value in the vector of values can be reset to a value every so often and based on a probability. In step 21, the compute device 110 selects a value for the parameter based on the vector of values for the parameter, similar to step 15 illustrated in FIG. 11 and discussed above. In step 22, the compute device 110 receives values for the parameter from other compute devices (e.g., compute devices 120, 130, 140) and sends a value for the parameter stored in the distributed database instance 113 to the other compute devices (e.g., compute devices 120, 130, 140). For example, step 22 can include performing steps 12 and 13, illustrated in FIG. 11 and discussed above, for each of the other compute devices. In step 23, the compute device 110 stores the values for the parameter received from the other compute devices (e.g., compute devices 120, 130, 140) in the vector of values for the parameter, similar to step 14 illustrated in FIG. 11 and discussed above. In step 24, the compute device 110 determines whether to reset the vector of values based on a predefined probability of resetting the vector of values. In some instances, for example, there is a 10% probability that the compute device 110 will reset the vector of values for the parameter after each time the compute device 110 updates the vector of values for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 114. In such a scenario, the compute device 110, at step 24, would determine whether or not to reset, based on the 10% probability. The determination can be performed, in some instances, by processor 111 of the compute device 110.

If the compute device 110 determines to reset the vector of values based on the predefined probability, the compute device 110, at step 25, resets the vector of values. In some embodiments, the compute device 110 can reset each value in the vector of values for the parameter to equal the value for the parameter stored in the distributed database instance 113 at the time of reset. For example, if, just prior to reset, the vector of values is vector of values 430, and the value for the parameter stored in the distributed database instance 113 is (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol, 4. Dave, 5. Ed, 6. Frank) (for example, under “rank by median”), then each value in the vector of values would be reset to equal (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol, 4. Dave, 5. Ed, 6. Frank). In other words, each of values 431, 432, 433, 434, and 435 of vector of values 430 would be reset to equal value 431. Resetting each value in the vector of values for the parameter to equal the value for the parameter stored in the distributed database instance at the time of reset, every so often and based on a probability, aids a distributed database system (to which a compute device belongs) in reaching consensus. Similarly stated, resetting facilitates agreement on the value for a parameter among the compute devices of a distributed database system.

For example, the distributed database instance 114 of the compute device 110 can store a ranked set of players (1. Alice, 2. Bob, 3. Carol, 4. Dave, 5. Ed, 6. Frank), similar to value 431, indicating that the possession of the particular item began with Alice, was then passed to Bob, was then passed to Carol, was then passed to Dave, was then passed to Ed, and was finally passed to Frank.

FIG. 13 shows a flow chart (flow chart 30) illustrating steps performed by the compute device 110 within the distributed database system 100, according to an embodiment. In the embodiment illustrated by FIG. 13, selection for a value of the parameter based on a vector of values for the parameter occurs when a confidence value associated with an instance of the distributed database is zero. The confidence value can indicate the level of “consensus,” or agreement, between the value of the parameter stored in the compute device 110 and the values of the parameter stored in the other compute devices (e.g., compute devices 120, 130, 140) of the distributed database system 100. In some embodiments, as described in detail herein, the confidence value is incremented (e.g., increased by one) each time a value for the parameter received from another compute device by the compute device 110 is equal to the value for the parameter stored in the compute device 110, and the confidence value is decremented (i.e., decreased by one) each time a value for the parameter received from another compute device by the compute device 110 does not equal to the value for the parameter stored in the compute device 110, if the confidence value is above zero.

In step 31, the compute device 110 receives a value for the parameter from another compute device (e.g., compute device 120) and sends a value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 113 to the other compute device (e.g., compute device 120). For example, step 31 can include performing steps 12 and 13, illustrated in FIG. 11 and discussed above. In step 32, the compute device 110 stores the value for the parameter received from the other compute device (e.g., compute device 120) in the vector of values for the parameter, similar to step 14 illustrated in FIG. 11 and discussed above. In step 33, the compute device 110 determines whether the value for the parameter received from the other compute device (e.g., compute device 120) is equal to the value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 113. If the value for the parameter received from the other compute device (e.g., compute device 120) is equal to the value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 113, then the compute device 110, at step 34, increments a confidence value associated with distributed database instance 113 by one, and the process illustrated by flow chart 30 loops back to step 31. If the value for the parameter received from the other compute device (e.g., compute device 120) is not equal to the value for the parameter stored in distributed database instance 113, then the compute device 110, at step 35, decrements the confidence value associated with distributed database instance 113 by one, if the confidence value is greater than zero.

At step 36, the compute device 110 determines whether confidence value associated with distributed database instance 113 is equal to zero. If the confidence value is equal to zero, then the compute device, at step 37, selects a value for the parameter based on the vector of values for the parameter. This selection can be performed according to any method and/or process (e.g., a rule or a set of rules), as discussed above. If the confidence value is not equal to zero, then the process illustrated by flow chart 30 loops back to step 31.

As discussed above, confidence values are associated with distributed database instances. However, it should be understood that a confidence value can also be associated with a value of a vector stored in a distributed database instance and/or the compute device storing the value of a vector (e.g., within its distributed database instance) instead of, or in addition to, the distributed database instance.

The values related to the confidence values (e.g., thresholds, increment values, and decrement values) used with
respect to FIG. 13 are for illustrative purposes only. It should be understood that other values related to the confidence values (e.g., thresholds, increment values, and decrement values) can be used. For example, increases and/or decreases to the confidence value, used in steps 34 and 35, respectively, can be any value. For another example, the confidence threshold of zero, used in steps 35 and 36, can also be any value. Furthermore, the values related to the confidence values (e.g., thresholds, increment values, and decrement values) can change during the course of operation, i.e., as the process illustrated by flow chart 30 loops.

In some embodiments, the confidence value can impact the communication flow between a first compute device from a distributed database system and a second compute device from the distributed database system, described above with respect to FIG. 8. For example, if the first compute device (e.g., compute device 110) has a high confidence value associated with its distributed database instance (e.g., distributed database instance 114), then the first compute device can request from the second compute device a smaller portion of a value for a parameter (and a cryptographic hash value associated with a larger portion of the value for the parameter) than the first compute device would otherwise request from the second compute device (e.g., if the first compute device has a low confidence value associated with its distributed database instance). The high confidence value can indicate that the value for the parameter stored in the first compute device is likely to be in agreement with values for the parameter stored in other compute devices from the distributed database system and as such, a cryptographic hash value is used to verify the agreement.

In some instances, the confidence value of the first compute device can increase to reach a threshold at which the first compute device determines that it no longer should request particular values, particular portions of values, and/or cryptographic hash values associated with particular values and/or particular portions of values from other compute devices from the distributed database system. For example, if a value’s confidence value meets a specific criterion (e.g., reaches a threshold), the first compute device can determine that the value has converged and not further request to exchange this value with other devices. For another example, the value can be added to a cryptographic hash value based on its confidence value meeting a criterion. In such instances, the cryptographic hash value for the set of values can be sent instead of the individual value after the confidence value meets the criterion, as discussed in detail above. The exchange of fewer values, and/or smaller actual portions (of values) with cryptographic hash values associated with the remaining portions (of values) can facilitate efficient communication among compute devices of a distributed database system.

In some instances, as the confidence value for specific value of a parameter of a distributed database instance increases, the compute device associated with that distributed database instance can request to exchange values for that parameter with other compute devices less frequently. Similarly, in some instances, as the confidence value for a specific value of a parameter of a distributed database instance decreases, the compute device associated with that distributed database instance can request to exchange values for that parameter with other compute devices more frequently. Thus, the confidence value can be used to decrease a number of values exchanged between compute devices.

While various embodiments have been described above, it should be understood that they have been presented by way of example only, and not limitation. Where methods described above indicate certain events occurring in certain order, the ordering of certain events may be modified. Additionally, certain of the events may be performed concurrently in a parallel process when possible, as well as performed sequentially as described above.

Some embodiments described herein relate to a computer storage medium having instructions or computer code thereon for performing various computer-implemented operations. The computer-readable medium (or processor-readable medium) is non-transitory in the sense that it does not include transitory propagating electromagnetic wave carrying information on a transmission medium such as space or a cable. The media and computer code (also can be referred to as code) may be those designed and constructed for the specific purpose or purposes. Examples of non-transitory computer-readable media include, but are not limited to: magnetic storage media such as hard disks, floppy disks, and magnetic tape; optical storage media such as Compact Disc/Digital Video Discs (CD/DVDs), Compact Disc-Read Only Memories (CD-ROMs), and holographic devices; magneto-optical storage media such as optical disks; carrier wave signal processing devices; and hardware devices that are specially configured to store and execute program code, such as Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs), Read-Only Memory (ROM) and Random-Access Memory (RAM) devices. Other embodiments described herein relate to a computer program product, which can include, for example, the instructions and/or computer code discussed herein.

Examples of computer code include, but are not limited to, micro-code or micro-instructions, machine instructions, such as produced by a compiler, code used to produce a web service, and files containing higher-level instructions that are executed by a computer using an interpreter. For example, embodiments may be implemented using imperative programming languages (e.g., C, Fortran, etc.), functional programming languages (Haskell, Erlang, etc.), logical programming languages (e.g., Prolog), object-oriented programming languages (e.g., Java, C++, etc.) or other suitable programming languages and/or development tools. Additional examples of computer code include, but are not limited to, control signals, encrypted code, and compressed code.

While various embodiments have been described above, it should be understood that they have been presented by way of example only, not limitation, and various changes in form and details may be made. Any portion of the apparatus and/or methods described herein may be combined in any combination, except mutually exclusive combinations. The embodiments described herein can include various combinations and/or sub-combinations of the functions, components and/or features of the different embodiments described.

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus, comprising:
   an instance of a distributed database at a first compute device configured to be included within a plurality of compute devices; the distributed database in a network operatively coupled to the plurality of compute devices, the first compute device configured to store an indication of a plurality of transactions in the instance of the distributed database; and a processor of the first compute device operatively coupled to the instance of the distributed database, the processor configured to define, at a first time, a first event linked to a first plurality of events, each event from the first plurality of events being a sequence of bytes and
associated with (1) a set of transactions from a plurality of sets of transactions and (2) an order associated with the set of transactions, each transaction from the set of transactions being from the plurality of transactions,
the processor configured to receive, at a second time after the first time and from a second compute device from the plurality of compute devices, a second event (1) defined by the second compute device and (2) linked to a second plurality of events,
the processor configured to define a third event linked to the first event and the second event,
the processor configured to identify an order associated with a third plurality of events based at least on the first plurality of events and the second plurality of events, each event from the third plurality of events being from at least one of the first plurality of events or the second plurality of events,
the processor configured to identify an order associated with the plurality of transactions based at least on (1) the order associated with the third plurality of events and (2) the order associated with each set of transactions from the plurality of sets of transactions,
the processor configured to store in the instance of the distributed database the order associated with the plurality of transactions.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the processor is configured to define a database state variable based on at least (1) the plurality of transactions and (2) the order associated with the plurality of transactions.

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein each transaction from the plurality of transactions is associated with at least one of a transfer of crypto currency, an indication of a change to a bank account balance, an order to transfer ownership of an item, or a modification to a state of a multi-player game.

4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the order associated with the plurality of transactions is associated with a plurality of transaction order values, each transaction order value from the plurality of transaction order values being associated with a transaction from at least one set of transactions from the plurality of sets of transactions.

5. An apparatus, comprising:
an instance of a distributed database at a first compute device configured to be included within a plurality of compute devices that implements the distributed database via a network operatively coupled to the plurality of compute devices; and
a database convergence module implemented in a memory or a processor of the first compute device, the database convergence module operatively coupled to the instance of the distributed database,
the database convergence module configured to define, at a first time, a first event linked to a first plurality of events, each event from the first plurality of events being a sequence of bytes,
the database convergence module configured to receive, at a second time after the first time and from a second compute device from the plurality of compute devices, a second event (1) defined by the second compute device and (2) linked to a second plurality of events, each event from the second plurality of events being a sequence of bytes,
the database convergence module configured to define a third event linked to the first event and the second event, the database convergence module configured to identify an order associated with a third plurality of events based at least on the first plurality of events and the second plurality of events, each event from the third plurality of events being from at least one of the first plurality of events or the second plurality of events,
the database convergence module configured to store in the instance of the distributed database the order associated with the third plurality of events.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein:
each event from the first plurality of events is associated with (1) a set of transactions from a first plurality of sets of transactions and (2) an order associated with the set of transactions from the first plurality of sets of transactions,
each event from the second plurality of events is associated with (1) a set of transactions from a second plurality of sets of transactions and (2) an order associated with the set of transactions from the second plurality of sets of transactions,
the database convergence module is configured to identify an order associated with a plurality of transactions based at least on the first plurality of events and the second plurality of events, each transaction from the plurality of transactions being from at least one set of transactions from the first plurality of sets of transactions or at least one set of transactions from the second plurality of sets of transactions, and
the database convergence module is configured to store in the instance of the distributed database the order associated with the plurality of transactions.

7. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein:
the first plurality of events includes an event previously defined by the database convergence module and an event received from a third compute device from the plurality of compute devices, and
the first event includes an identifier associated with the event previously defined by the database convergence module and an identifier associated with the event received from the third compute device from the plurality of compute devices.

8. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein:
the second plurality of events includes an event previously defined by the second compute device and an event received by the second compute device from a third compute device from the plurality of compute devices, and
the second event includes an identifier associated with the event previously defined by the second compute device and an identifier associated with the event received by the second compute device from the third compute device.

9. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the distributed database does not include a leader entity.

10. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein:
the first plurality of events includes an event previously defined by the database convergence module and an event received from a third compute device from the plurality of compute devices, and
the first event includes a hash value associated with the event previously defined by the database convergence module and a hash value associated with the event received from the third compute device from the plurality of compute devices.

11. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein:
the first event includes an indication of a set of compute devices from the plurality of compute devices the first compute device has identified as being (1) associated with an invalid event or (2) associated with an invalid transaction prior to the first time, and
the second event includes an indication of a set of compute devices from the plurality of compute devices the second compute device has identified as being (1) associated with an invalid event or (2) associated with an invalid transaction prior to the second time.

12. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the order associated with the plurality of events is based at least in part on a weight associated with each compute device from the plurality of compute devices.

13. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the database convergence module is configured to receive the second event after receiving each event from the second plurality of events.

14. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the database convergence module is configured to receive from the second compute device each event from the second plurality of events except for events from the second plurality of events defined by the first compute device.

15. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the third event includes a digital signature associated with the first compute device.

16. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the third event includes a time and a date, the time and the date associated with the defining of the third event.

17. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the database convergence module is configured to define a database state variable based on at least (1) the third plurality of events and (2) the order associated with the third plurality of events.

18. A method, comprising:

receiving, at a first compute device from a plurality of compute devices that implement a distributed database via a network operatively coupled to the plurality of compute devices, data associated with a first transaction, each compute device from the plurality of compute devices having a separate instance of the distributed database;

defining, at a first time, a first transaction order value associated with the first transaction;

receiving, from a second compute device from the plurality of compute devices, data associated with a second transaction;

storing an indication of a plurality of transactions in the instance of the distributed database at the first compute device, the plurality of transactions including at least the first transaction and the second transaction;

selecting, at a second time after the first time, a plurality of transaction order values including at least the first transaction order value and a second transaction order value, the second transaction order value associated with the second transaction; and

defining a database state variable based on at least the plurality of transactions and the plurality of transaction order values.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising:

defining, at a third time after the first time, an event including (1) a hash of the database state variable, the hash of the database state variable associated with a fourth time prior to the third time, and (2) a set of transactions that affected the database state variable at the fourth time, each transaction from the set of transactions being from the plurality of transactions.

20. The method of claim 18, further comprising:

defining, at a third time after the first time, an event including (1) a hash of the database state variable associated with a fourth time prior to the third time, (2) a set of transactions that affected the database state variable at the fourth time, and (3) a share of a threshold signature of the hash of the database state variable at the fourth time, each transaction from the set of transactions being from the plurality of transactions.

21. The method of claim 18, wherein the defining the database state variable is in response to the selecting the plurality of transaction order values.

22. The method of claim 18, wherein the database state variable is maintained in at least one of a fast clone Array, a fast clone hash table, a fast clone relational database, or a fast clone file system.
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